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We mourn the passing of a great friend of TFTW,
the unforgettable and irreplaceable Danny Rivers

Keith chats to Gene Terry
Paul Harris takes lots of pictures
Neil Foster attempts to take over TFTW
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Tim Peake had to return to
Earth as he had already
promised Keith that he would
say:
“ I think the mag is out of this
world so HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Hi gang,
Welcome to issue 92. Rather a lot has been happening in Woodie
world since we last had our cosy little chats, some wonderful, some
very sad. However we kick off on an upbeat note. I won’t go into
detail here regarding our June 5th show at London’s Borderline, you will find a review elsewhere
within these pages, along with an interview I conducted with the main man, Gene Terry, a true
Swamp Rock legend from those Texas, Louisiana borders, whom TFTW flew over for his first ever
appearance outside the United States. What a show it proved to be, certainly a Wow factor
beginning at show-time and continuing through to when we had to say "Goodnight". Tired? Yes.
Elated? You bet. It was like riding on a cushion of air. As always I have to offer a massive thank
you to all the artists, musicians, DJ, MC, and the front line Woodies who all helped to make it go
seemingly without a hitch for fans who travelled from all corners of the UK along with parts of the
European mainland, on this occasion even from far afield as Lithuania. Like I said, WOW!!
Gene Terry with John Spencely
© Paul Harris

Gene Terry at the Borderline in June (just after Keith told him how low his fee was going to be)
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Some of you may have heard through the hugely successful Rock’n’Roll grapevine that the
Borderline in London is closing at Christmas for a three month renovation. Many calls received
here at the TFTW office have posed the question “Is this likely to affect future Tales From The
Woods promotions at this long running venue?” The simple answer is “No”; I have arranged for us
all to be back on the last Sunday in March, the 26th to be precise, so you can safely pencil that
2017 date into your diaries. That's when we shall be back. I know that many of you wonderful loyal
attendees look forward to the last Sunday in January, seeing it quite rightly as a much needed
escape from post-Christmas doldrums, a mid-winter depression; however, perhaps we can all look
on it as a celebration of the advance of spring, leaving those dark gloomy nights behind us. At
present I'm putting a bill together so watch this space as we have said in this column no doubt on
many occasions prior.


Danny Rivers, Joe Meek
Special 2014
© Paul Harris

On July 28th at 1130am Tales From The Woods lost a dear and wellloved friend, and the world of Rock’n’Roll lost a home grown icon;
Danny Rivers, who fought so bravely against aggressive cancer that in
the space of just a few months reduced him in size and in his ability to
function in a normal way. However, what this dreadful horror of a
disease could not do was take away his humility, his fantastic sense of
humour. Despite the pain he must have been in, he still made us laugh
at his bedside. My phone today, at the time of typing, just two days after
his passing, has rung many times with heartfelt tributes to a man rightly
described as a true gentlemen by artists, musicians, fans and, as more
than one Rock’n’Roll fan stated, "Even if the person to whom he was
speaking had little or no idea who he was, Danny treated them all the
same, gave them all the same time and respect", or as a famous Teddy
Boy, DJ and loyal Woodie emotionally recalled "He never forgot
anyone’s name".

Danny supported Tales From The Woods right from the very beginning; back in the days when
we were far from fashionable, he performed at gigs, parties and jam sessions. There can hardly be
a show that we have ever put on that Danny and his wife of many years, Emily, did not attend. It is
indeed almost unimaginable to think a TFTW event can take place without Danny being there,
standing near the bar, drink in hand, laughing and chatting with fans, recalling times past with
other performers. That’s the way we want to remember Danny Rivers, the Rock'n'Roller who
looked and acted the part. I'm sure he will be with us in spirit for as long as TFTW goes on rocking.
In Issue 93 we will attempt to do this fine singer justice with an obituary, including also your
personal memories of Danny you may like to see in print. In the meantime on TFTW’’s YouTube
channel you can download the interview I conducted with Danny at the Kings Head private
upstairs theatre bar where all our TFTW interviews so far have taken place which was published in
this very magazine the following year in Issue 84. I'm sure you will all find it fascinating. If you
should need reminding how good Danny was and how cruelly underrated, on our YouTube
channel you will find Danny as we wish to remember him.


Many of you would have read in our last issue (91) an article penned by Henry Scott-Irvine of his
tireless campaign to save London’s heritage for future generations to enjoy, for young musicians
to have a space to rehearse, a venue to perform in to like-minded youngsters, in particular Tin Pan
Alley aka Denmark Street in the heart of London’s west end, just a stone’s throw from Soho. The
release of the film that Henry has filmed, directed and edited is imminent; "Tales Of Tin Pan Alley"
will be out before Christmas. In September, exact date and venue to be announced, Tales From
The Woods will be collaborating with Henry to help publicise both his film and the marvellous work
he is doing helping to keep a part of our social heritage alive for everybody to enjoy. The plans for
Denmark Street that the corrupt construction company and their bed partners in Camden and
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Westminster councils have in mind for the area, believe me, beggars belief. How many more office
blocks does London need? How many more luxury flats does London need? They plan to make
this tiny street that barely measures more than 100 yards into a five star boutique hotel to house
visiting rock stars! Have you ever heard such bollocks?
That’s not all; somewhere below in a subterranean area, a
venue will exist, presumably an attempt to make up for the
loss of the famous 12 Bar Club and the soon to close Alley
Cat. Even in the unlikely event of this so called venue
coming into existence, can you imagine the cost of entering
such an establishment, the cost of enjoying a drink or a
meal, the mind boggles! I'm sure you will all agree gang,
how important it is to offer all the help we can to assist
Henry in his continuing battle with these philistines. Updates
regarding both the proposed gig with Tales From The
Woods Band and special guests and Henry’s film and
campaign. Please keep a close eye on our website and both Henry and TFTW’s Facebook page.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to legendary founding father of
bluegrass and traditional country music, Ralph Stanley, who died on 23rd June.
It was on one of the eight TFTW Stomping USA Southlands
Tours that I attended where I was able to witness the
wonderful Ralph Stanley in performance, the first of just
two occasions, the other a year or two later on a bill
celebrating Americana at the Barbican Concert Hall in
London. However it is the first occasion that allows a
memory to edge into cherished territory, an evening at the
turn of the present century in the opulent function room of
a hotel a few miles outside Nashville Tennessee,
performing with his band of dedicated and seasoned
musicians to an audience consisting entirely of admirers
and devotees of Americana music both native and visitors
from around the globe.
I, no doubt, was the novice amongst several hundred
audience members, no advance ticketing, very much a
first come first served situation as I recall. I came to the
talents of this founding father via his appearance in the
film that arguably could claim to have the greatest
soundtrack for fans of roots music, the George Clooney
starring "Oh Brother Where Art Thou". Whatever opinion
one may have of this entertaining film, the soundtrack is perfection, and certainly one of the many
highlights was the stunningly haunting rendition of the song "Death" which he performed, that
being my somewhat belated introduction to the world of Ralph Stanley.
Ralph Stanley was born in Dickinson County, South West Virginia close to the Kentucky border
and surrounding mountain area, on 25th February 1927. Raised in a music loving family, mother
Lucy was more than a competent banjo player who accompanied Ralph's daddy, Lee, who
exercised his tonsils performing popular songs that now, and possibly even then, were "old timey
Country and Folk" songs. A god fearing regular church going family, it was in a Baptist church that
an eight year old Ralph first sang in public, by all accounts a hymn that had been sung by many
generations before. The boy had been bitten by the performing bug, along with his marginally
elder brother Carter, their voices could be heard in this primitive country church throughout their
growing years.
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Like so many hard working families their leisure hours were short and money scarce, their one
source of family entertainment outside of their own self-created music was radio, tuned in to the
Grand Ole Opry, beamed out from Nashville Tennessee. Influenced by what they heard the two
brothers were soon making music together, Carter on guitar, Ralph singing, growing from boyhood
to adult, perfecting that lonesome, haunting, melancholic voice. 1946 saw the brothers form their
first band, local dates soon led to radio appearances, and the following year saw their first
tentative steps into a recording studio to cut their first tracks. A local small time label "Rich R
Tone" oversaw their debut, and sales were sufficient to encourage them to look for bigger and
better openings, which indeed proved to be the case. Signing up to the mighty Columbia label,
several releases saw the light of day before the forties gave way to the fifties including White
Dove, Vision Of Mother, Lonesome River.
The label housed another legend in waiting of traditional country or the only just being coined
description Bluegrass, Bill Monroe, who it is said resented competition from Ralph Stanley and quit
for another label. However, as events would prove, Ralph and Carter would do likewise, departing
first for Mercury records then on to King where their bluegrass credentials would be forever
cemented.
Throughout the fifties and into the sixties
Ralph Stanley and the Clinch Mountain Boys
could be found performing regularly on club
dates, at county fairs and festivals throughout
much of the south. 1965 would see the outfit
make their first European visit to perform at
the prestigious "American Folk and Country
Festival". Included in the band at that time
was a teenage Ricky Skaggs. However,
tragedy struck the following year with the
death of his brother Carter; Ralph at first was
reluctant to continue, but was eventually
persuaded to do so.
At first he brought in Larry Sparks to share the spotlight, and over the ensuing decades other
names would follow including that of his son Ralph Stanley Junior. many albums would see the
light of day over the years on the Rebel label including a highly acclaimed gospel album "Cry From
The Cross" the final being as recently as 2014 "Side By Side". In company of his son, grandson
Nathan proudly continues the family tradition.
In 1976 Ralph was awarded an honorary doctorate, later receiving for his contribution for the
continuation of American cultural tradition, an award from the Library of Congress, also the
National Endowment for the Arts. I would suspect to get international recognition through that brief
but hauntingly 'hairs on the back of your neck" rendition of “Death” in the aforementioned movie
"Oh Brother Where Art Thou" was indeed the icing on the proverbial cake.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to innovative rockabilly guitarist, the
man behind the sound of the young Elvis, Scotty Moore who died 28th June aged 84.
Winifred Scott 3rd was a Christmas baby, born 27th December 1931, close to the hamlet of
Gadstone, Tennessee. As a child the music bug must have bitten dramatically as, by age eight, he
would be spending most of his leisure hours practising his guitar. Surrounded by a family of music
loving folks, the boy was not searching for tutors and, naturally, like so many working people down
south it was the Grand Ole Opry that influenced those tender ears, not entirely though as there
were more than one or two jazz loving family members. No doubt Charlie Christian, and Django
Reinhardt too, maybe shared ear space for the boy as much as the likes of the mighty Merle
Travis.
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Scotty Moore,
Komedia, Brighton,
2004
© Paul Harris

Any thoughts of making a living from music must have been
far from his thoughts as, come 1948 he enlisted in the US
Navy. The 17 year old recruit would stay for four years, and
it is only then that he made serious attempts to make a life
out of music whilst holding down a day-job, forming his own
band the Starlight Wranglers. It was at legendary Sun
Studios in Memphis, Tennessee that fate guided the hand
of studio boss Sam Phillips to put guitarist Scotty Moore
and bull fiddle bass man, Bill Black, behind a nervous
young singer from Tupelo, Mississippi, the potential of
whom Sam had spotted when he dropped by the studio a
while back. That young man was Elvis Presley.

Yes, there are a few I'm pleased to say amongst our
readers/members who may not know this, Tales From The
Woods magazine, like its live shows, are not always
preaching to the converted. The date, July 5th 1954, Elvis’
recording session had failed to ignite the spark that Sam
Phillips had been hoping for. They took a break, more than
a little disenchanted, fooling around with a blues song of
Arthur Big Boy Crudup. It could have been a calculated
attempt to nail down a sound that was being played in
honky tonks throughout the south around that period of time, or desperation to make something
from a session that had so disappointingly failed, the stories vary with the telling. However, what
cannot be argued is Sam Phillips liked what he heard; he wanted the boys to do it again and get it
down on tape.
From that moment on, nothing would be the same again, a statement made ad nauseam by
countless talking heads on television rock/pop documentaries whose fame or ego far exceed their
knowledge as they waffle on about some transient event of popular music history. In this case
however, it is true. Sam invited Elvis, Scotty and Bill back a few days later to record what would
become the B side of the first single "Blue Moon Of Kentucky", the Bill Monroe bluegrass favourite
was given the same treatment.
For Presley’s prestigious debut appearance on the Louisiana Hayride, Scotty and Bill were dubbed
"The Blue Moon Boys". Touring throughout the South, with further recordings for Sun records,
Elvis was rapidly becoming a star, although very much a local one, as outside of the confines of
the southern states his name meant nothing. For a while Scotty took care of Elvis’ career, until a
brash, tough, bulky fairground charlatan stepped in to his life, the self-styled Colonel Tom Parker.
A barely literate Dutchman who entered the United States illegally and chose to never leave, he
became Elvis’ manager, just as he was breaking through nationally due to appearances on
national television on shows such as Milton Berle, Steve Allen, Ed Sullivan.
Despite playing on some of Presley’s recordings both at Sun and at RCA after his contract had
been sold to a major label, Mystery Train, Hound Dog, Jailhouse Rock, as well as making cameo
appearances in his first film ‘Loving You’, Scotty and Bill, now joined by drummer D.J. Fontana,
saw less and less of Elvis and socialised little; they were being side-lined by the colonel and they
knew it. Monies they were being paid were not sufficient to keep their families and themselves, so
they quit, although they continued to work with Presley on a spasmodic basis, even being seen in
cameo roles in the movies ‘Jailhouse Rock’, ‘King Creole’, and ‘GI Blues’. Scotty, Bill and D.J.
signed to new management, despite the promise of studio time after an Elvis session to cut an
album’s worth of tracks, nothing came of it. Towards the latter part of the fifties Scotty set up his
own recording studio, Fernwood Records, housed in Memphis, almost immediately striking gold
with a song called 'Tragedy' recorded by Thomas Wayne, the brother of Luther Perkins, who was
then Johnny Cash’s guitarist.
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Scotty would be reunited with his old boss for one more and final time for the performance that did
so much to restore Presley’s credibility, that being the 1968 Comeback TV Special, a return to
form after a near decade of churning out crass movies, each one becoming more embarrassing
than the previous. An aptly titled album 'Guitar That Changed The World' appeared as the decade
drew to a close. The 1970s would see Scotty producing a number of Joe Simon recordings, and
1976 would see him engineering former Beatles drummer Ringo Starr’s LP 'Beaucoups Of Blues’.
In 1979 he played guitar on Ral Donner’s re-emergence album ‘I’ve Been Away For A While Now’,
and was reunited with an old friend and another Sun records legend Carl Perkins for their 1992
collaboration LP 'Sentimental Journey'. In 1997 Scotty joined forces with Rolling Stone Keith
Richards and former member of both the seminal Band and Hawks, Levon Helm, for an Elvis
Presley tribute album. At the turn of this present century another former Beatle came a knocking,
this time playing guitar behind Paul McCartney for his take on "That's All Right Mama".
Scotty was inducted into the Rockabilly Hall Of
Fame during the earlier days of its existence.
However, the mighty Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame in
the US finally got round to inducting him in the
year 2000. Around the same period his memoir
was published, co-written by James Dickerson
"That's All Right Elvis". In October 2015 he was
inducted into the Memphis Music Hall Of Fame;
although too frail to attend his award was
accepted on his behalf by Keith Richards. His
wife of many decades, Gail, predeceased him by
less than a year.

Scotty Moore, Ponderosa Stomp, Memphis, 2006
© Paul Harris

I had the privilege of seeing Scotty Moore just once in action on a London stage; seeing him
outside of the USA was very much a phenomenon of his senior years. It took place at the long
gone Mean Fiddler venue in Harlesden, North West London during the final years of the last
century.
Picture shows Rosemary Taylor Holcomb and
her mother Dell Taylor in the Taylor Café

To celebrate and remember Sun, here's a picture
taken inside the Taylor Café in Memphis located
next to the Sun studio, a place where many Sun
cats used to hang out, to have a coke and
sometimes to live. Scotty, Bill and Elvis went
there for a welcome break when the session work
took its toll on them. A different way to remember
The Blue Moon Boys and all the great folk that
went there.
Dominique Anglares

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to country singer/songwriter/guitarist/fiddler, Merle Haggard who died on his 79th birthday on April 6th.
The Haggard family made their way from Oklahoma to California in 1934 like many thousands of
families in an attempt to escape the abject poverty of their lives during those years of depression.
The surroundings they found themselves in must have been a far cry from their dreams, calling a
disused railway box car their home at a migrant camp at Oildale upon the outskirts of Bakersfield.
After some three years this was the life that Merle was born into, and for many years to come his
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future looked far from bright. He was just 9 when his father died, and barely five years later he quit
home and become a transient homeless 14 year old. Countless mundane jobs, petty criminality
and generally living off his wits became the order of his teenage years, in and out of reform school,
until a burglary went spectacularly wrong and he found himself in the infamous San Quentin prison
in time to celebrate his 21st birthday. However the young, angry but intelligent Merle possessed a
winning card that so many of his fellow young prisoners did not have, that being his natural gift
and love for music, which he was determined to put to good use when he came out.
Heavily influenced by country music greats like Lefty Frizzell and its
founding father Jimmy Rodgers, he was soon hanging out and performing
in bars around the Bakersfield area. Another step up the ladder was when
he was offered the job of playing bass in Wynn Stewart’s band, an offer
he eagerly accepted, next up making records on small time labels, which
met with mediocre success as well as working as a duo with the ex-wife
of country music star Buck Owens. Bonnie Owens and Merle were soon
planning marriage once the divorce from own first wife was finalised. By
1965 he formed his own band and had signed to a major label, that being
the prestigious Capitol records of Hollywood. His song-writing skills, the
quality of both his band and performance led him to being honoured with
'the most promising newcomer of the year' award in the year that followed
his signing.
In the latter half of the sixties acclaim would be heaped upon him for what would become a much
covered song, "Sing Me Back Home", its words very much depicting that of man done wrong,
along with "Today I Started Loving You Again" and "Mama Tried" were already looking like country
music standards. Now a nationally known artist, gaining awards, appearing on national television,
very much spearheading the ‘Nashville West’ movement which served as an alternative to the
cross over pop orientation, silky strings and middle of the road sentiments that were pouring out of
Nashville at that time.
Merle Haggard’s songs were becoming covered by the likes of protesting folk songstress Joan
Baez, and alternative rock giants Grateful Dead, however what these purveyors of liberal thinking
made of what came next is certainly not known to these ears, or indeed read by these eyes.
“Okie From Muskogee” came out in 1969 at the height of the Vietnam war protests and political
turmoil that was erupting both in America and a number of European nations, in particular France.
The song was written, it is alleged, on a tour bus, with each band member offering contributions
whilst they all fell about in hysterics; at least that is one version of events and quite possibly the
version that Haggard himself may have preferred. Whatever
the intentions, it appealed to the somewhat more reactionary
elements of American society, and it gave Merle a No 1
country hit and million selling album of the same name. If
indeed it was intended as a joke then it proved to be a highly
lucrative one, as he was now one of the biggest selling
country artists worldwide. I'm sure that many must have felt
the joke was wearing a little thin when he followed it up with
"Fightin’ Side Of Me", an aggressive anthem to patriotism,
which obviously appealed to the very same elements. Soon
he was playing the White House for President Richard
Nixon, both “Okie” and “Fightin’ Side” included in his
repertoire much to the President’s delight.
Eventually he got back to far safer ground with a collection of excellent albums, one dedicated to
the father of country music and of whom Merle was a lifelong admirer, the great Jimmy Rodgers,
another dedicated to Bob Wills the master of 'western swing' on which Haggard played fiddle
alongside former members of Wills’ Texas Playboys, a gospel album with the Carter Family and,
most surprising of all, a Dixieland Jazz album. It seemed he was constantly on tour world-wide at
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this time, forever in demand, headlining the long running Wembley Country Festivals that took
place in London for many years.
In the latter part of the seventies he was elected in to the Nashville Song
Writers Hall Of Fame, and 1981 saw the publication of his autobiography
"Sing Me Back Home". His heavy drinking by this time had become
legendary and was reflected in songs he wrote and sang such as "The
Bottle Let Me Down", "I Think I’ll Just Stay Here and Drink" to name just
two. Renowned for his lack of interest in socialising in country music
social circles, he preferred, as he was often quoted in interviews, to “fish,
write songs and hang out with his band”.
The 1980s would see a collection of collaborations, including with honky
tonk style legend George Jones, another being with fellow song-writer
supreme, Willie Nelson, later hooking up with former wife Bonnie Owens, reunited on an album
titled "Chill Factor" that possibly meant
exactly just that.
The nineties were pretty much a quiet
period for Haggard as styles and attitudes
changed within the highly competitive and
commercial world of country music. He
did
however
find
himself
finally
recognised
by
the
Nashville
establishment by being inducted into the
Country Music Hall Of Fame.
The new century got off on a good footing
when he released the Roots Vol 1 album
dedicated to the songs of arguably the
greatest country singer and songwriter of
all time Hank Williams along with Merle’s
other lifelong hero Lefty Frizzell.

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The Charts
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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THE EVERLY BROTHERS – Deux enfants du rock
ALAIN FOURNIER (Edition Camion Blanc)
(This book is in French so for selected readers only)
From France, here comes the definitive study of Don
and Phil Everly’s musical journey. A first, lighter version
was published by the same author 23 years ago but
since then lots of facts and information has surfaced,
meetings have been made, alternate recordings have
surfaced on Bear Family, Billy Harlan has come to Paris
and Phil has gone to Paradise. It was time to reshape
and update that first work of appreciation.
Alain Fournier was a die-hard fan of the Everly Brothers
long before first meeting them in Paris in April 1965. In
1976, he worked on a special issue of ‘Big Beat’
dedicated to The Everlys and in July 1980 he travelled
with Don Everly and Wanda Jackson on a Marlboro
Country tour in France. This very easy going cat sure
knows about his subject and had a ball writing these
519 pages.
Two chapters are dedicated to the musical roots that
would lead Don and Phil to record ‘Songs Our Daddy
Taught Us’ in 1958. Here come some Mulhenberg
County, Kentucky heroes like Ike Everly, Mose Rager,
Kennedy Jones, Merle Travis. Hard times, coal mine
and company store. Next came the years spent in
Shenandoah and the family work on radio before the two brothers moved to Nashville where they
secured a short-term contract with Columbia records. Being dropped after a single release, it was
starving time until they were signed in 1957 by Cadence records, a pop label from New York.
Did you know Elaine "Scooter Bill" Tubb, Chet Atkins and Dave Rich did their best to help them?
‘Bye Bye Love’, a song rejected by Johnnie & Jack, Gordon Terry and Porter Wagoner, would be
their first hit. The song was covered by Webb Pierce, Ray Charles and... Johnnie & Jack. For their
own part, they covered bright songs from Gene Vincent, Little Richard and... Ray Charles. We get
good info about their work with Archie Bleyer and Wesley Rose and the reasons that led them to
move to Warner Brothers in 1960. It was a big financial deal but also a risky move 'cause that label
was just starting to sign Rock’n’Roll acts. ‘Cathy’s Clown’ was the answer and that challenge was
won. The ‘60s with their wind of change are well documented and help to understand why Phil and
Don split in 1973. The second half of the book leads us to the Reunion concert in 1983 and
through the later years. The book, with many black and white illustrations and pictures, ends with a
LP discography.
The book is very easy to read and could be enjoyed like a wonderful travel through the time and
the rich musical heritage from Kentucky. It is not only about music but also about the times, the
folks and the social changes in USA and France. It’s not only a story about two talented guys with
long hair but also about their influence on the author’s life. The Everly Brothers not only awoke
Little Susie… a lot of teenagers were devoted to them and their sweet harmonies were the musical
inspiration for many artists.
A good purchase for those of you who can read French and I know there's a lot from Louisiana to
Canada!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - July 7, 2016
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There was no fifties Rock’n’Roll revival in the States
in the seventies for maybe two reasons. It had never
gone away, and “Rock’n’Roll” was adopted as the
term for pop music in north America.
Where fifties Rock’n’Roll continued was strictly
regional. West Louisiana, parts of New Jersey and
east Los Angeles were and are hotspots for fifties
music. Add to that list rural Kentucky, and step
forward as its major proponents The Kentucky
Headhunters.
Formed in 1968 playing a guitar driven mix of hillbilly,
alt and trad country, Southern rockaboogie, blues
and, of course, Rock’n’Roll, the band had never
appeared outside the north American continent due to
founder member Richard Young's refusal to fly.
So I was honoured to be present at their UK debut at
London's Borderline when rhythm guitarist and
vocalist Richard confirmed he had been on a plane for
the first time, without explaining whether it was Xanax
or Kentucky bourbon that gave him the courage to
strap on a seat belt.
Their versatility and various music styles means they
attract fans of all those musical genres, and the modestly sized Charing Cross Road venue was
comfortably full.
Considering the band's pedigree and their number of Grammy award wins, it was a little surprising
they had chosen to open their week-long UK tour in such an intimate venue, but it did mean they
were close enough to the audience to touch.
The current line-up, consistent for thirty years, has Greg Martin on lead Gibson, Doug Phelps on
bass guitar and lead vocals, the charmingly eccentric Fred Young on drums and percussion, and
Richard on rhythm and audience chat.
All cascade their hair over their shoulders for a look most barbers hoped had died out 25 years
ago. Doug Phelps, particularly, could make a parallel living as Hairy Biker chef Si King
impersonator.
In their one hour 45 minute slot they covered all the bases from their catchy originals to their hit
covers and seemed to be enjoying themselves as much as their audience were.
They opened their account with a storming and solid version of Jimmy Reed's Big Boss Man and
then into a paean to wine, Strawberry Hill (Boone's Farm Boogie) which made reference to one of
their other biggies, Dumas Walker, a real-life marbles champion who also ran the outlet where the
then young Headhunters bought their hooch.
One of their greatest originals, in praise of convertible, was Rag Top, closely followed by their
boogie version of Waylon Jenning's Walk Softly On This Heart of Mine.
Other covers, always well done and available by them on record, but not necessarily essential,
included House of the Rising Sun, and Spirit in the Sky, the latter notable for lead guitar Greg
slipping first My Favourite Things from the Sound of Music into his solo, followed by the melody
from The Beatles’ Eleanor Rigby without interrupting the thundering beat going on behind him.
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A particular favourite of mine (Let's Go) Stumbling (because we sure can't dance) was included
along with early and excellent cuts like Daddy Was a Milkman, and a re-tread, as a result of asking
for audience requests, of Carl Perkins' Dixie Fried.
A change of tempo, and a lesson in the blues came with Freddie King's Have You Ever Loved a
Woman, and another blues standard well performed was Crossroads, close to Elmore James’
version.
The blues was the catalyst for this tour, since the estimable Alligator Records have just released a
collaboration between the Headhunters and the late Chuck Berry pianist Johnnie Johnson entitled
Meet Me in Bluesland.
Richard paid tribute to guitar pioneer Merle Travis with Nine Pound Hammer, which led drummer
Fred, who had first appeared onstage wearing a coonskin hat, to abandon his kit for a front of
stage country clog dance to the delight of all and the surprise of the band.
As the end approached, the audience was given the chance to join with Let's All Go Down to
Dumas Walkers, and then the track that summed up the delight this fun rockaboogie band spread
whenever they play, their own rocking version of The Ballad of Davy Crockett.
There's little doubt they will return, and when they do, it will be to a larger London venue. I look
forward to it.
John Howard

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Carla Lane shitcoms.
People who say: “It's only your opinion,” when it isn't.
Silly feminine fashion fads like those bits of metal that girls put near their mouths, noses,
eyebrows, and in the middle of their clitoris. (Ow!)
Kids riding bikes on the pavement.
Multiple or extensive tattoos on women (Ugh!)
Kids on skateboards in town squares.
People who moisten their fingers and then separate the pages of a book or turn the pages
with them.
Flimsy plastic bags you can't open.
Signs on doors saying “Push” when you have to “Pull” to open them. And vice versa.
Cliff Richard.
Bruce Forsyth.
Drivers coming off roundabouts too fast and not signalling that they are about to run me
down.
Pop journalists who call everything with a beat “Rock” or, even worse, “Rock'n'Roll”
Compilation CDs called “Rock'n'Roll Classics of the 50s” when half the tracks are straight pop
music.
The Twist (Yes, I know it's been dead for over 40 years but I can still hate it, can't I?)
Obscene, scurrilous, badly-spelled, ungrammatical “comments” on YouTube.
Facebook
Twitter.
Ageism.
Gays who think that we are all fascinated by what they get up to (or down to.)
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…
Have you had training in any kind of Martial Art? Have you ever been in a dangerous situation
where you had to use some form of self-defence?
I am a Martial Arts Instructor. I practised Karate for ten years until my right hand was as stiff as a
board (I used it for chopping wood). Mind you, I couldn't wipe my arse properly when sitting on the
loo (good job I am left-handed!)
I am also proficient in beret-fighting, as performed by Basque nationalists against Spanish police
and soldiers. Not only that, I have a nodding acquaintance (geddit?) with the Glasgow World
Headbutting Team and...
WILL YOU STOP TAKING THE PISS? YOU TOLD ME THIS WOULD BE A SERIOUS
ARTICLE! (Keith)
Right. Seriously, I have been interested in the subject for many
years, and have friends who are martial arts enthusiasts. I have
read numerous books on the techniques. There are plenty of
sites on the Internet which give advice.
I have only been mugged once, so my practical experience is
almost nil. It was during my chronic, alcoholic days when, just
before midnight, I was staggering around Lime Street Station in
Liverpool (the rail staff had refused to let me on the train).
Suddenly, I was attacked by a group of local villains who tried to
drag me into their car. My shouting and screaming attracted
several public-spirited members of the public, who fought them
off. I was not badly injured.
But don't necessarily count on the help of bystanders. One of my friends here (an ex-50s Ted) was
involved in a violent incident in one of the local convenience stores, opposite where I live. A really
stupid, petty, shop-lifter (stupid, because even he must have known he was being filmed on
CCTV; petty, because it was only a bar of chocolate he was trying to steal) was struggling with the
woman behind the till, who was trying to stop him (he was caught later). Jimmy is in very bad
health but struck the man with his walking stick. The point is that standing behind Jimmy were two
very large men, built like rugby forwards (St Helens is a passionate Rugby League town). They did
nothing to help. When asked why, they gave a lame excuse like “We didn't want to get involved.”
Everyone knows that the fights we see in TV dramas and thriller movies are just staged. All are
choreographed and faked in various ways. Some, though, are very realistic: think of that ferocious
battle on the train between Sean Connery and Robert Shaw in “From Russia With Love” which
took weeks to film.
Sometimes, even genuine “rumbles” seem like unconvincing special effects creations. I was
walking in the centre of Liverpool some time ago and suddenly a violent fight broke out. It was
outside a local college. Dozens of young students with whirling fists and frenzied kicks took part. I
watched, horrified, convinced that some of them would be seriously hurt. The fight stopped, as
suddenly as it had begun, and everyone walked away, with hardly a scratch.
Here are some of the facts and opinions about self-defence that I came across.
1.

The police almost invariably advise you not to “have a go”. You could be very badly hurt or
even killed (it is frighteningly easy to kill a human being and you do not need to be a Black
Dan in Karate). Just a punch in the wrong place and he (or she) is dead. The Superintendent
of Police in my locality (St Helens, Lancashire - or Merseyside, the Post Office claims)
appealed to the public a few years ago not to get involved in drunken fights – eight people
had died that way in the area.
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2.

I worked in a Rock’n’Roll band, the leader of which had been embroiled in a violent fight. At
the end of the night, a very drunk customer approached the bar and demanded a drink. The
bar-maid refused and pointed out that the bar was closed. The drunk became abusive,
smashed a glass on the counter, and threatened the girl with it. The bouncer and my friend
swiftly moved in. They both hit the drunk, who fell heavily against the wall and smashed his
head. He died later in hospital. Although my friend was only trying to protect the barmaid, he
was convicted of manslaughter and sent to prison for three years

3.

Did you know that if you badly injure an attacker, you have a duty to ring for an ambulance
immediately? I wonder how many times that actually happens!

4.

Did you know that you don't have to wait to be attacked? If you believe someone is going to
hit you, you have the right to hit him first. Experts say: the person who throws the first punch,
usually wins a fight.

5.

“The best way to deal with a dangerous situation is to avoid it.” Be alert but not fearful. Don't
take a short cut down a dark and lonely street or walk past a group of men fighting. Avoid
eye-contact with anyone who looks truculent. If someone seems to be following you, stop
and, while keeping a wary eye on the person, pretend to use your mobile (and you'll be ready
to use it for real if a problem develops). Always look for a quick exit, in case of trouble.

6.

Never carry a weapon. It is illegal. Also, your attacker can get it off you and use it against
you. You can, in an emergency, though, improvise something for defence. Even a
newspaper, rolled up tightly, can serve as a club. You can jab this in the face or eyes of your
attacker to deter him. A key clenched between your fingers can also be useful.

7.

Forget the fancy karate chops etc. - they only work close-up and are limited in range. Use
your feet – it is far harder to avoid a foot coming up than a hand coming down.

8.

One authority advised people to learn to box, rather than use some sort of martial art. There
was once a competition between boxers and wrestlers to see who could overpower his
opponent first. The boxers won every time! Also, even a beginner at boxing learns the
technique of avoiding punches, as well as giving them.

9.

Derren Brown (the magician/illusionist) was once
standing on a lonely tube station late at night and next to
him was a rather scary-looking character who was
looking threateningly at him. Brown smiled at him and
said something inconsequential like: “You know, I've
always found Spain a lot hotter than here,” which
puzzled the man so much that he had time to walk past
him and escape.

10. Most normal human beings are too civilized to deal with
really dangerous thugs because they have been brought
up on beliefs like “never kick a man when he is down”.
DO kick a man when he is down, if that is the only way
to incapacitate him.
11. The difference between taking part in a martial arts exhibition and trying to deal with a really
violent thug is that you don't have a nice, soft, padded mat to fall on if you fail.
12. The worst thing in a confrontation that you cannot avoid, is indecision. Fight or fly? Do
something or wait for someone else to do something?
13. If you do decide to “have a go,” go in fast and hard. Scream, swear, if it makes you feel
better. Shout as loudly and aggressively as you can. This can be very intimidating (watch the
“Police Pursuit” programmes – they do this and so do the SAS).
Good Luck!
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A Slap In The Face
“We're having a press conference – but you can't come.”
Sometimes I wish there was a GCSE “O” level in Public Relations, or Corporate Communications
as the craft seems to want to call itself. It would stop anyone making insulting phone calls like the
one I just took.
A tiny recording studio just up the road to me was of sufficient interest to the Rock’n’Roll industry
in which I work that I was the first person to write about it, and put it on the map.
Two years ago, over one of our regular shared breakfasts, a promoter told me of his idea for a
Rock’n’Roll musical, and even had a title for it. It was to be based on music produced in yet
another studio which was important in the birth of Rock’n’Roll.
It would appear that this has happened, as I understand from the phone call I got from the coowner of the local recording studio. Apparently, 20 press members, the cast and crew of the
musical were holding a press conference.
I'm busy, writing not only for this magazine, but also Vintage Rock, UK Rock'n'Roll magazine, and
the Swedish American Music Magazine. Oh, and the local evening newspaper in whose circulation
area both myself and the recording studio in question are based.
So I didn't relish the thought of attending a press conference at short notice and since I was being
informed of a press conference taking place that day, I needed to know at what time, since I was
being telephoned to inform me of said press conference.
I was told I was not being invited – but the owner of the studio would tell me what happened after
it had taken place.
On yer bike, sunshine.
You'll note I name neither the studio, nor the musical, and
neither will I. The publications for whom I write have also
been informed of the slap in the face from a wet haddock I
have taken on their behalf, and they won't write about it
either.
I am, of course, happy to work for the organisation, or any
other organisation, to train their executives in the finer,
and not so fine, points of PR. In the case of the outfit in
question, my day-rate has now risen to ten grand, although
I am much more reasonable for companies slightly less
crass.
You may otherwise hear about this musical, which takes its
title from an early Elvis hit. It would seem no-one
connected with this musical has actually seen the label of
the record. They've got that wrong, too, so this comedy of
errors was flawed from its first concept.
A pity, since it was a good idea but, put into practice by numpties, it stands very little chance of
success.
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And The Award Goes To…
I don't recall the comic genius Phil Silvers suggesting 50 per cent of
on-screen TV talent should be Jewish, the cartoon masters William
Hanna and Joe Barbera claiming that half the acting profession
should be Italian-American, or Sir Ian McKellen saying the gay
community was under-represented in theatrics.
But I do remember the arrogant Sir Loony Harry demanding that half
the faces on UK television should be from ethnic minorities. He is
also best remembered by me for the accurate pronunciation of his
Midlands home town – Dood Lie. The folk who live there say it like that, as does the local MP, who
otherwise speaks standard English.
Anyway, I thought Sir Loony, amply rewarded for his talent, blessed with not only a fortune but
also a comically fat ex-wife, was talking out of his fundament, and put him on the watch list for
absurd suggestions, self-aggrandising statements, and other assorted poppycock.
I didn't have to wait long. He was nominated for a Lifetime Achievement Award for services to
television at the BAFTAs, that luvvie-fest that has the prominent praising one another.
I have neither a knighthood, nor an award for services to sarcasm so I suppose I'm slightly
envious, and looked forward to Sir Loony accepting his award with good grace. No such luck.
On the trailer for the BAFTAs on TV, he complained he had to wait 41 years for the award.
So when did he expect a lifetime achievement award? When he was 16 and
appearing on the New Faces talent show? When he was doing impressions as
Trevor McDonut on TISWAS?
If I was the chairman of BAFTA, I'd have withdrawn the award.

Talking of the chairman of BAFTA, here's an interesting fact. Film-maker Hilary
Bevan Jones was chairman from 2006 to 2008. Her other two claims to fame
are that she is the former girlfriend of singer Mickey Jupp. And is the
daughter of the psychiatrist from my teenage years!
(Picture shows Hilary Bevan Jones with an up and coming comedian)

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Huey Piano Smith and the Clowns produced some of the
most rollicking, upbeat party records of the late fifties and
early sixties which were so redolent of New Orleans you
could almost smell the magnolia.
Suffused with charm and humour, tracks like the catchy
Don't You Just Know It, High Blood Pressure, and Rocking
Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu, were huge hits in
both pop and R&B charts at the time, and have been
revived by some of the biggest names in the music
business ever since.
So it would be quite reasonable to expect the first
biography of the man who arranged, produced and wrote
these songs would be full of comedy.
It ain't. The best way to describe this book is Tragedy.
While author John Wirt pays proper attention to the music,
to the City that gave birth to it, the recordings, the chart
placings,
the
back-up
musicians,
and
Huey's
contemporaries, the bulk of the book is taken up with the
legal battles Huey faced from the moment he tried to claim
his royalties.
These legal tussles bankrupted him and although he still has the piano stool, the piano that gave
Huey his onstage moniker has long since been repossessed by predators. Sorry, I mean creditors.
Every time he turned a career corner, he hit a brick wall, every new dawn turned out to be an
oncoming train. He couldn't have been worse served by the US legal system, and the US
recording industry. And yet Huey, a committed Christian and member of the Jehovah's Witnesses,
is neither howling at the moon nor strapping on a suicide vest, both natural reactions to the way he
has been mistreated time and time again.
Now 81 and living in Louisiana state capital Baton Rouge, the New Orleans native is invited out
from time to time to receive another award, be it membership of the Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame or a
“Pioneer” award from this or that R&B foundation.
After all, it his piano on the intro to Smiley Lewis' I Hear You Knocking, on Guitar Slim's multimillion selling and much revived The Things That I Used to Do and he backed up hit duo Shirley
and Lee.
Author John Wirt interviews most of the available players in the game, from musicians to lawyers,
and paints a compelling picture of musical life in the south from the early fifties to today. He is also
academic in his approach to indexing, cross-referencing, and there is a considerable bibliography
at the back of the book. It all has the ring of truth and every claim has been tested with the rigour
of a skilled investigative journalist.
He had full access to Huey, and replicates the southern speaking style better than most novelists
no matter who he interviews. Obviously, most of the many contemptible legal vultures are either
no longer with us, or declined to discuss the matter.
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As the tale unfolds, we learn Huey Smith's first
mistake was the contract he signed with Johnny
Vincent, one-time rep for Specialty Records, and
founder of Ace Records of Jackson, Mississippi.
Unknown to this somewhat naïve but optimistic
musician, he had apparently agreed that Vincent
took care of the publishing of the original songs
Huey wrote alone. His immediate reward was to
see Vincent's name as co-writer on at least three
million selling singles. He swallowed this.
Next, Vincent removed Huey's vocals from the
song he again wrote alone, Sea Cruise, and
replaced with a vocal by white crooner Frankie
Ford.
Amazingly, he remained friends with the obviously
venal Vincent.
Somewhere along the line, Vincent sold all the rights to the hit songs and he got away with that,
too, declining to share the pots of money the sales of those copyrights realised.
At some point, Huey was approached by an organisation called Artists Rights Enforcement
Corporation, who said they could get his back royalties for him, provided they could keep 50 per
cent of the cash they shook loose.
He agreed… and opened a whole new nest of vipers. His back catalogue was sold and re-sold,
while the biggest names in the business recorded and re-recorded his classics, from Aerosmith to
The Tractors, from the Beach Boys to the Grateful Dead.
Still, he got nothing, and had to take Artists Rights Enforcement Corporation to court, where he
sued and lost. He discovered the US Internal Revenue service believed he had been paid, and
attempted to tax him accordingly, causing yet more heartache.
John Wirt's meticulously researched but ultimately heart-breaking tome goes into intricate detail on
this story of questionable judges, lying attorneys, and a court system designed to quash the
common man. The only thing Huey Smith retained was his dignity.
What kept me reading this shocking story of exploitation and
subterfuge was the optimism that kept Huey himself going, that
the tale was going to have a happy ending, that Huey, like
Richard “Louie Louie” Berry, and Herman Gonzalez and
Jimmy Merchant of Frankie Lymon's Teenagers, would
finally get their dues.
Sadly, I was wrong. Fortunately, at 12.30pm on Saturday
May 5 1979, I was privileged along with a mere handful of
others, mainly Brits, to see Huey and the Clowns play the
New Orleans Heritage Festival, a show I will never forget.
The late Bobby Marchan who sang many of the lead vocals on
numbers like I'll Be John Brown, Little Liza Jane and, indeed, High
Blood Pressure, was on fine form, and the Lastie Brothers band were
absolutely the right guys for the occasion as Huey stayed in the background on piano. He had,
after all, done his bit. He wrote the songs and arranged them.
But that, too, was an insult to this most forgiving of men. He was given a timeslot that usually
devolves to unknowns while Fest crowds don't start building until 3pm. The story of his life.
John Howard
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Adrian Reid Quartet at The Oval Tavern, 22 May 2016
This was my first Sunday lunchtime jazz gig for a
long time, and it was a stark reminder that this end
of the music spectrum is reliant in the main on
those in the twice of their life. Fortunately, there
was a respectable turnout, no doubt ensured by
the propitious merits of the venue.
Pianist Adrian Reid has had a varied career, being
a founding member of the Jazz Warriors and
working as a musical director and arranger in
West End shows such as Five Guys Named Moe.
In addition, he has worked live with Archie Shepp
and Chet Baker, and recorded with Chaka Khan,
Mavis Staples and Maxi Priest.
While his regular bassist, Larry Bartley was with
him, the other two members, Tony Kofi and Rod
Youngs, had to cry off as they were appearing at
the Birmingham Jazz Festival and had only
belatedly come to realise the impracticalities of
driving down the motorway and back for their
evening performance. In their place were Robert
Fordjour, Courtney Pine’s drummer, and tenor
saxophonist Michael ‘Bammi’ Rose, of, among
others, Aswad and Jools Holland fame.
The band eased into each of its two sets with a
blues, the first being My Little Red Top, on which
Michael ‘Bammi’ Rose brought out his flute as well
as his saxophone. Joe Henderson’s Recorda Me
was followed by the ballad There Is No Greater
Love, Darn That Dream (unusually played as a waltz - which seemed too fast to me), and finally
Fungii Mama (Blue Mitchell) with a joyful calypso feel.
By the time of the second set the band was in its stride, and the fact that three numbers came
from the creative pen of Adrian Reid aroused interest and added to the aural pleasure. Two of
these numbers were dedicated to his very young grandsons, who were both in the audience, the
titles being Nayome’s Dance and Bouncing With Benj (although I may have got the spellings
wrong).
Michael ‘Bammi’ Rose and Adrian Reid, shared the main solo duties, the
latter at an electric keyboard, there not being a piano at the venue. It is one
of the drawbacks for jazz pianists, but in the hands of such an accomplished
musician it was barely perceptible. The playing of Michael ‘Bammi’ Rose
throughout was effortless and as smooth as pumpkin soup, avoiding the
honks and rasps enamoured by some of the saxophone’s practitioners.
That there was an easy familiarity between all four musicians may be put down to their having
played together at some time, separately, if not all four at the same time. It was a great start to the
afternoon.
Dave Carroll
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If you are an avid reader (especially of travel books) you will
undoubtedly have heard of Bill Bryson. His books are a unique blend
of humorous observation, hilarious descriptions, fascinating
information and often scathing criticism.
Twenty years ago, he wrote “Notes From A Small Island”, which
became the best-selling travel book ever and was also voted in a
BBC poll as the book that best represents Britain. “The Road to Little
Dribbling” marks the anniversary of this publication and it is as good
as its predecessor.
If there is one word that sums up his writing, it is “readability.” For
once, the old book reviewer's cliché: “I could not put this book down”
is true.
Read and Enjoy. Laugh and Learn!

Are you good at languages? If your answer is “No!”, you are wrong. The correct answer is “Yes”
(you learned your own language, didn't you?”)
The difference, of course, is that you used it and practised it for at least ten years. Very few of us
have that time in adulthood to spend on learning a foreign language.
In theory, I have a good knowledge of three – French, German and Spanish. I have GCE O levels
in German and Spanish and an A level in French. I have hitch-hiked in France and Germany and
had a German friend in Hamburg, whom I visited. I have never been to Spain or a Spanishspeaking country.
However, I could not carry on a conversation in any of those languages without difficulty. Compare
that with the many foreigners one sees on the box who speak effortless, fluent, idiomatic English.
An odd exception is Angela Merkel, who appears not to speak English (unlike practically all
educated Germans.)
The best foreign English-speakers are reputed to be Icelanders. Most Scandinavians speak
English well (remember ABBA). The rest of the world uses English as a second or even third
language. As I am sure you know (why am I saying it, then?) English is the world's most widely
spoken language.
This is not just a relic of the British Empire but the influence of the USA and its overwhelming
power in the fields of travel, tourism, computers, movies and other forms of entertainment, and
foreign affairs.
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After I had gained my language certificates, I decided to take a course in T.E.F.L. (Teaching
English as a Foreign Language). I had read somewhere that a British person could go anywhere in
the world and earn a living teaching English.
Not with my rotten certificate! (see
illustration). T.E.F.L. is not easy at all. It
is an art, as well as a science. I decided
to abandon my ambition to be a United
Nations interpreter and instead, pick up
interesting
facts
about
foreign
languages in general.
We all laughed at Inspector Clouseau
and his atrocious mangling of English
pronunciation. But did you know that the
French circus clowns get their biggest
laugh from imitating the way we mangle
French pronunciation? Or that the
French nickname for us is (or was) “les
fuck-offs”? Or that Sean Connery's
surname is pronounced so like a French
obscenity that it could not be used on
posters, hoardings and other adverts?
The French don't like us, do they?
Perhaps it is because we stole so much
of their language (half the words in
English are derived from French). By the
way, English has twice as many words
as its nearest competitor, German.
Talking about German, do you know
that when the ordinary Russian soldier
invaded Berlin in 1945, he only needed
to know three words of German: “Uhr!”
(“Please hand over your wristwatch or I'll blow your head off”) and: “Frau, Komm.” (“Did I tell you
that I collect women's underwear?”). Only joking! (But the Russians weren't!”)
Back to French. I was amused to discover a “useful phrase” in an old French phrasebook:
“Porteur, voulez vous attacher ces deux parapluies ensemble, s'il vous plait?” “Porter, would you
please tie these two umbrellas together, please?”
Which is the easiest language in the world? A long time ago, I read that it was Malay. When
American radio operators in WW2 wanted to send messages, without using code, what did they
do? They used Navaho, an American Native language without a written alphabet but updated with
modern military terms.
You might know that there is no word for “surrender” in Japanese or “blue” in Ancient Greek. Or
that most of the words used to describe the American cowboy's clothing and accoutrements are
Spanish/Mexican, not English. (I still cannot believe that Mexico once owned Texas!)
My tally of three languages is pathetic, compared to one of the greatest linguists in the world. He
was a delegate at the League of Nations in the 1930s and could speak 53 languages fluently!
Finally, to those of us who regard the sound of many English words as “beautiful”, the description
given by some foreign listeners was “it sounds like the hissing of a lot of geese!” Say the word
“physicist” and you'll see what they mean!
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Huge rare black historical collection: Mayme Clayton stored her treasure trove of AfricanAmerican artefacts in a garage and after her death in October, aged 83, her son, Avery, is
moving the collection into a former courthouse at a cost of $565,000 to put them on display.
Avery wants to create a 40000 sq. ft. hilltop cultural centre with an atrium garden,
performance space, an archive research centre, and estimates it would cost $7 million to
operate in the 1st three years. So far he has raised $15000. Source: Jennifer Steinhauer, The
New York Times, 14.12.2006
The Turkish Ambassador’s Son: Two brothers were inducted into the National Soccer Hall of
Fame in 2003. They co-founded The New York Cosmos of the N. American Soccer League,
signing such names as Pele and Franz Beckenbauer. Ahmet Ertegun was born 31.7.23 in
Uskador, Istanbul, and mother Hayrunisa gave him the passion for music. With his brother
Nesuhi in 1931 they saw Cab Calloway at the London Palladium then Duke Ellington, and in
Washington made music their business. Source: Geoff Boucher/Randy Lewis, L.A. Times,
15.1.2006
Coroner, Dr. Louis Pena at the Spector trial claimed that Lana Clarkson’s death was homicide.
He said that her gunshot death at a stranger’s house was not typical of a suicide. Pena also
said he was satisfied with a chauffeur’s statement that he saw Spector leave his house with a
gun in his hand and said “I think I killed somebody”. A large amount of Lana’s blood was found
in his trousers pocket indicating the gun was placed there. Lana had been taking antidepressant drugs prescribed for chronic headaches, she was a hostess at the House of Blues
on Sunset Strip. Source: Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 4.7.2007
78 years old Bo Diddley was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1987, and was
given a lifetime achievement Grammy in 1998. During a concert in Council Bluffs he suffered
a stroke and was taken to the Creighton University Medical Centre in Omah, Neb. Bo has a
history of hypertension and diabetes and tests indicated the stroke affected the left side of his
brain impairing his speech and speech recognition. Susan Clary, a publicist for Bo’s
management team said she had no other details on his condition or how long he would be in
intensive care. Source: Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice, 17.5.2007
Titled “Drop The Needle” the article reviews the annual convention of the Coalition Of
Independent Music Stores held at a Hard Rock suite. The convention is dedicated to sharing
ideas about store layouts and vinyl buying strategies and forging partnerships. Executive
Director Michael opened the Record Exchange in Boise, Indiana in 1977. The Music Industry
Report from Neilson and Billboard in 2012 showed CDs were down 13.5% and vinyl was up
almost 20%. Alayna Alderman of Record Archive in Rochester, New York, says her vinyl sales
over the same year exploded 400%. Source: Erin Ryan, LasVegasWeekly.com, 21.2.2013
Atlantic Records founder Ahmet Ertegun was injured at a Rolling Stones concert at the
Beacon Theatre in New York on 29.10.06, where he fell and suffered a head injury. He later
slipped into a coma and died today on 15.12.06 at New York’s Weill Cornell Medical Centre.
Ertegun will be buried in his native Turkey and a memorial service will be held in New York
during the early New Year. Ertegun was well travelled because his father was a diplomat. He
recalls “By the time we came to Washington, we amassed a collection of some 25,000 blues
and jazz records. Source: Nekesa Mumbi Moody, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 15.12.2006
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Henry “Mule” Townsend quit home in Cairo aged 9 to avoid a whipping from his father. He
hopped a train to St. Louis and did odd jobs including shining shoes, selling whiskey and
cleaning theatres. He learned guitar after hearing Lonnie Johnson. He served in the army in
WWII, and afterwards returned to St. Louis where he recorded “Tears Came Rolling Down”. In
the early ‘60s he recorded his 1st LP “Tired Of Being Mistreated”, and at least 9 others. Jon
Parales wrote: “He sings in a weary, plaintive tenor, with quavers and slides that make
remembered pain sound immediate” Source: Los Angeles Times, 29.9.2006
The Boulder City Theatre was originally a 1931 movie theatre. Whilst having computerized
lighting and sound technology, it still retains its original curtains and projectors. Owners Amy
Arnaz and Desi Arnaz Jr., spent 8 years refurbishing the venue, and it now holds special
events and dance performances, acknowledging Amy’s career as a dancer and dance
instructor (retired). Desi, the son of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, was a member of band Dino,
Desi and Billy, and had 2 top 10 hits. Amy met Desi at a New Life Foundation event and have
been married for 20 years. Source: Ashtar Analeed Marcus, Boulder City News, 29.3.2007
Carey Bell who died in 2007 recorded with Earl Hooker in 1968 and in 1969 issued “Carey
Bell’s Blues Harp” which included Eddie Taylor, Jimmy Dawkins and Pinetop Perkins.
Alligator Records released “Big Walter Horton with Carey Bell” in 1973 and “Harp Attack” in
1990, “Deep Down” in 1995 and “Second Nature” in 2004. Delmark Records issued a
CD/DVD “Getting’ Up Live” with his son Lurrie. He was married several times, once to Patricia
Dixon a daughter of Willie. He reputedly fathered 15 children and is survived by at least 10.
Source: Adam Bernstein, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 8.5.2007
Luther Ingram was born 30.11.37 in Jackson Tenn. His family moved to Alton, Ill, and in 1947
he started writing music and singing. He performed with Ike Turner in clubs in East. St. Louis
and was the opening act for Isaac Hayes. He recorded and performed through the 1980s until
the mid-90s when his health began to decline. He worked for Stax Records during its peak
years, and in 1971 he and Sir Mack Rice co-wrote “Respect Yourself” for the Staple Singers.
He wrote “If Loving You Is Wrong” (I Don’t Want To Be Right)” in 1972 on Koko Records and
was No 1. on Billboard’s R&B chart. Ingram died March 07 aged 69 of heart failure. Source:
L.A. Times, 21.3.2007
The lead singer of ‘70s/’80s R&B band “Heatwave” was Johnnie Wilder Jr. Johnnie and his
brother Keith formed the band when stationed in Germany with the army in the mid-‘70s. The
group hit the top of the R&B/pop charts in 1977 with 45s “Boogie Fever” and “Always and
Forever”. In 1977 Johnnie’s car was hit by a van in his home town of Dayton, Ohio, and he
was paralysed from the neck down and hospitalised for a year. He continued to record with
“Heatwave” but didn’t tour and later began a gospel career. On May 13 Johnnie died in his
sleep at his Clayton home, said daughter Carla Hawkins. Source: LA Times, 28.5.2006
The 1977 “Roots” TV series based on Alex Haley’s Pulitzer Prize winning best seller is
available on DVD. It won 9 Emmys, a Golden Globe, a Peabody and over 100 other awards.
However Haley was sued successfully for plagiarizing parts of what was supposed to be his
own very personal journey of self-discovery. Among the stars in the series were Scatman
Crothers, Lloyd Bridges, George Hamilton, Lorne Greene, O.J. Simpson and Haley himself. It
focused on Haley’s family tree starting in Africa in 1750 and ending in Arkansas two centuries
later. The show served as an eye opening expose on the evil of slavery. Source: Kam
Williams, The Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice, 24.5.2007
Little Anthony Gourdine & The Imperials were inducted into the Long Island Music Hall Of
Fame in 2006. Gourdine has appeared in the TV show “The Jeffersons” and in the movie
“Contact 303” with Henry Fonda, and starred with Ed Harris in the play “Are You Looking” at
the L.A. Actors Theater. The Imperials disbanded in the ‘80s, but were reunited in front of a
14000 crowd at Madison Square Garden in 1992 where they were backed by Bruce
Springsteen’s E. Street Band. He also appeared in the 40th anniversary show for Dick Clark’s
“American Bandstand. Gourdine tags his music as R&B, never doo-wop. Source: Jason
Bracelin, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 19.7.2007

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Gene Terry
Gene, when and where were you born and was it a musical family?
I was born in Lafayette, Louisiana, January 7 th 1940. All my family played; my grandfather, uncle,
all played, cousins all played. We all had bands and they were probably playing French music. My
dad and my grandad played French music with French lyrics. My uncle, who got me started, sang
in a French band and he was my drummer eventually. When I started playing with my own band, I
jumped all the family. I was 15 years old in 1955, thereabouts, and played country music which
was the thing then. I was working in a little grocery store and we would practice with our four piece
band; we had a stand-up bass, electric guitar, drums and me playing rhythm. I was working at the
grocery store for about 50 cents an hour back then and they said we want you to try out at a night
club and I said okay. We went and tried out and the guy said he was going to hire us for Friday,
Saturday and Sunday for $8 a night. I thought I was rich. I quit the grocery store saying “I’m rich”.
We escalated on from there getting saxophones and this and that and getting top dollar for the
band.
So your main influences were country?
We saw Elvis at Shreveport and that changed everything, changed the way I looked at music and
the way I wanted to play music. We had a disc jockey back home, the Big Bopper, and I would get
out of school and turn that radio on and start listening to Fats Domino, Little Richard, and these
kind of guys. I wanted to get in a band like that so I hired a sax and I hired another sax and went
totally to rhythm’n’blues Rock'n'Roll. It was the Elvis influence and I did a lot of Elvis stuff back
then.
Nigel Bewley: When you listened to the radio, was that at the time of the race records?
Totally. There was a disc jockey over there that defied all the rules, J P Richardson, the Big
Bopper. He played Little Richard, Fats Domino and the like. It was a white station because they
had country music on some of the other programmes. This guy, Slim Watts, he played country but
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when J P would come on, the venue changed for the better. I only lived about a block and a half
from the school so I’d run home to turn the radio on.
When I saw Elvis at the Louisiana Hayride back in ’54 he walked out there in a pink suit and I’d
been listening to Jim Reeves, the Browns and these country artists and I said “What is this!” My
dad said my eyes never left the stage, just glued on Elvis. He had Bill Black and Scotty Moore that was just great. I saw him four or five times since then in Houston, Beaumont, and Port Arthur
so he was a big influence. I started drifting more towards Domino but he went with Colonel Parker
and I started sticking to mostly rhythm’n’blues. We expanded the band, getting really big and
played all over Louisiana.
I’ve got early memories of the Louisiana Hayride in Houston. My mom, dad and younger brother
are sitting there and my dad said “He wants a snow cone”. I said “I’m not getting up out of the
chair. What if Elvis Presley comes on and y’all be back there? I want to see Elvis Presley”. So my
dad said “Okay” and they get up and go back while I’m still watching the show. When they came
back my dad said “You shoulda come back there. Guess who bought him the snow cone? Elvis
was back there!” I could have choked him. My wife Mary saw him one time in Port Arthur at
Woodrow Wilson High School - he asked her for a date.
Mary Scully - I had a picture I wanted him to sign. He had a pink and black Cadillac and he was
sitting on the fender and it came to my turn. He looked at me and I said “Elvis, will you sign my
picture?” He looked at me (I was very young and very nervous) and he signed “To the girl with the
beautiful blue eyes, I love you, Elvis”. My father was very strict and he did not know that I had
gone to that show; as a young girl that would have been a no-no. When he saw that picture, he
tore it up.
I saw Hank Williams in the Beaumont City Auditorium. He came out dressed in black and yellow,
the colour of his Decca recording label and he was loaded… but great. You could tell he was
drunk but ‘Kaw-Liga', 'Your Cheatin' Heart', he still sounded great. Couldn’t hardly walk but he was
great. I remember he was a tall guy, and I was into country then. There was a guy living next door
to my dad, Charlie Schulz, and Hank Williams came out with 'Your Cheatin' Heart' on 78 and he
would come over to our house because we had the only record player. He would play 'Your
Cheatin' Heart', pick it up and take it back home. Every time he wanted to hear it he had to come
to daddy’s house.
My mom was a great seamstress. I was singing country and Jimmy C Newman was playing at this
club east of Lake Charles called the Clover Club. They said “This guy here, he sings, he’s 14
years old” so Jimmy said to come on up and sing some. I said “I’m gonna sing your song” and I
sang ‘Cry, Cry Darling’ that he’d recorded. I was living in Texas but every time I went to Louisiana
my cousin and I went to the Clover Club and he would be playing. He said “Every time I go into the
parking lot you’re singing ‘Cry, Cry Darling’ and you sound just like me. Why don’t you come and
be on TV?” He had a Wednesday afternoon show and at the time I was going
by the name Terry D, no Rouen. I told my mom that I needed to wear
something flashy and my mom remembered Tibby Edwards because he had
great clothes, with dark green fringes all over and on the back. My mom started
putting together a shirt for me to go on TV with, cowboy boots, the works. It
was a brown shirt with a yellow border and it had rhinestones in roses that she
had stitched on to the yoke of the shirt and purple fringes coming a way down. I
still have that shirt.
Rusty and Doug saw it and Doug Kershaw said “Ms DeRouen, would you make me a shirt like
that?” She said she would but she developed pleurisy and couldn’t finish it at the appointed date
so they said that whenever it was finished to come down to Jennings KJEF as they were there on
Saturdays from 12 to 1. She finally finished the shirt and called them to say we were heading that
way. It was a dark blue shirt, light blue yoke, sequins and stuff all over with red fringes coming out
of the arms. Doug loved it and my mom charged him 50 bucks. He said to me “I’ve kinda got a
sore throat Terry, want to do the show for me?” so I did an hour show singing with his band. That
was cool.
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I saw Fats Domino and went backstage and met him. He was playing around by the house and I
had some of the horn guys with me and the drummer so we went backstage and talked to him. “Hi
Fats, how you doing? Great to meet you.” He said “I need a hit record.” He was having a little dry
spell. The saxophone player was Herbert Hardesty who told my horn guys he had a song for them
and it was ‘Perdido Street’. He gave us the music and everything, wrote it all out and gave it to the
horn guys. We opened a Rock'n'Roll show with ‘Perdido Street’ and knocked everybody outside.
We hit ‘em with that. We did a thirty minute set and there was not five seconds between each
number. We did ‘Way Down Yonder In New Orleans’ and some other stuff.
At this venue you had to be asked to play, you couldn’t just set up, it was very select. We’d been
playing for a couple of years and that one year they asked us to play. We were going to go on
after this group called The Boogie Kings who were really good but they had just four pieces. When
the sax player was getting off the bandstand, his name was Norris Badeaux one of the greatest, I
said “Norris, will you play baritone with me?” and he said “yes” so I had like five horns and it was
great. When you got through playing, it wasn’t a contest, you didn’t vote on the bands, but you
knew who the best band was. We were playing against John Fred and the Playboys, Buck Rogers
& His Jets, The Boogie Kings, Rod Bernard, all the guys.
John Fred was a great guy, died too soon. I did a ‘50s Rock'n'Roll show at the Civic Center in Port
Arthur and after we got through this lady came up and said “Somebody told me to tell you hello.” I
said, “Oh really?” and she said, “Yeah, John Fred”. I replied “Well you tell him hello and give him
my best”. She said “He lives right next door to me so I’ll do that”. Joe Barry died too soon, and
Frankie Ford but we keep their music alive.
Are you the last surviving member of the original outfit?
The drummer’s alive living in Opelousas, Louisiana. The guitar
player, we lost track of him. When I quit playing he went with
the Boogie Kings when they expanded their band as did my
horn section. They used to have a four or five piece band and
then they went to an eight or nine piece band, really good.
Piano player’s still alive back home; he lived in Houston for a
long while but he’s back home now, a really good piano
player. We had it going on.
What venues were you playing around Louisiana?
The Step Inn Club, The Southern Club, we played some teen dances
in a hall in Opelousas, Joe Bailey’s Fish Camp. There’s a story
behind that fish camp. We went to try and book it on a Sunday night
and he asked how much we charged to play. We told him $200 and
he said “Oh no. I can’t pay that. I’m not gonna pay that”. We started
to leave and then offered to play for the door. He said “You’ll play for
the door? A dollar a person? Okay. You’ll play this Sunday night”.
We sold 324 tickets.
We played Big Oaks, LouAnn’s, Stateline Club. Lafayette, Monroe
Louisiana, all over. Sometimes you remember a song associated
with a place. I was playing the Four Corners Club in Cecil, Louisiana
and I’d just learned Ritchie Valens’ ‘Donna’ so I associate that
song with that club. The Moulin Rouge in Lake Charles, I
started playing there six nights a week - we’d just left the Big
Oaks Club - I was 18 years old and had a brand new car and a
trailer with our name on it, the same colour as my car. We went
on KPLC and I sang Chuck Berry’s ‘What Am I Living For’ and I
was going to stay with my aunt. I’d left Texas and moved into
Louisiana and I called my aunt, because she was going to
watch the show, to ask her how I was. She was my best critic. I
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said, “Aunt Vivian, how was it?” and she said it was just beautiful.
We left the radio station, had something to eat and set up our stuff at the club. We got to the back
of the club and I told my drummer that we shouldn’t play there, that we should go back to the Big
Oaks. We’d been playing there Friday and Saturday to packed houses of about a thousand people
back then. He said we should go in and I agreed to play the one night and then go back to the Big
Oaks. Tuesday night I walked in the back and there were over 750 people in that club and I said “I
think we’ll stay here”. We were hot - we all dressed alike, we moved together and bands don’t do
that anymore. I miss that. We all moved, fast or slow. It took off from there; Louisiana, we took it
by storm.
Did you share the billing with other swamp pop acts?
Not at all. It was a thing back then, I’d go and see Johnnie Allan, he wouldn’t ask me to get up and
sing. They had their thing, we had our thing, they never asked to play with me. Jimmy Clanton
came into a club we were at one time, he didn’t ask to come and play because I did his stuff as
good as he did.
What about your recordings?
Goldband’s Eddie Shuler signed me to a contract while I was
still in high school and I had to do a number of songs. I went in
to record ‘Teardrops In My Eyes’ as the A-side but, as time has
gone past, ‘Cindy Lou’ has become the A-side. The band kept
expanding and what would make this unique is when I would
sing a song like Little Anthony “You don’t remember me…” my
horns sang background, they put the horns down and sang.
Nobody did that so on ‘Teardrops’ they sang “Doo doo doo
baby, baby”. On ‘Guy With A Million Dreams’ that was all horns
and stuff on that. That made us original because they didn’t do
that, we all moved, the horns sang background - different. A lot
of bands picked up on it later.
Like I said, ‘Teardrops’ was the A-side and we recorded it and
did it again and did it again and did it again and did it again… I was playing that night at the Big
Oaks Club and we finally got it to sound okay and Eddie said he was going to release it. I said I
didn’t want to sing that song no more. We got to the Big Oaks, everybody set up, we did our theme
song and a girl came up and said she needed us to play a song for her… ‘Teardrops In My Eyes’. I
said “No!” I was kind of hoarse and this bartender said he had something that would fix me up. He
poured me a glass of 150 proof Don Q rum and I said I might not like it but after a while I won’t
care. I did sing ‘Teardrops’ after that.
My one regret was that I finished playing in Bossier City, Louisiana in 1960 and I never brought
that sound back to Texas, ‘cos we had one and I never brought it back to Port Arthur, Beaumont,
around there. I regret that to this day. It is was it is, I was going back to Texas to get a real job.
I was a police officer and I worked one of Fats Domino’s dances at the Pleasure Pier Ballroom and
again for James Brown as security. James Brown was the real deal. He came out and there was a
bunch of people in the way; “Out of the way, out of the way, James Brown, Port Arthur Police!” He
was great with his two drummers. My guy was Fats Domino, we honed the band around
rhythm’n’blues and swamp pop - we had T K Hulin, Johnnie Allan; I sang all their stuff and they
sang my stuff. They’d learn a song that I was doing and play it in their band. I’d pick up songs I’d
hear on the radio and my sax player was a disc jockey and I’d ask him to turn the record over to
hear the other side. I might like the other side better and nobody did it, so I did it.
When you decided to call it a day, was it a sudden decision?
I had a wife, she was pregnant and I thought I had to go get a real job. We were playing in Bossier
City and that was a long way from Lake Charles where I was living and I just burned out. I just said
I was going back and I went back to work for a living. I was in the police force there for a while and
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I loved it. I still played most weekends with another band when I was back in town and working the
day shift. It didn’t allow me to play when I was on the evening shift because of the hours until
eleven o’clock. When I got on the day shift I did start to play a little bit. This was in private clubs; I
couldn’t play in joints as that was against the rules. We were required to carry our weapons off
duty so I couldn’t play in any joints.
I went to work in the police electrical department for five years. Maybe I was a ham, I wanted to
wear a uniform with a gun and a badge. My family was totally against me becoming a police
officer. My grandparents told me that wasn’t me, that’s not who I was but they didn’t know the way
I was, even I didn’t know how I would react. We had to take a civil service test to be a police officer
and get sworn in. I took it three times and passed every time but I couldn’t make up my mind to go.
The last time they had a new assistant police chief and I liked him, I didn’t like the other guy and
we didn’t get along very well. I went ahead, got uniforms fitted out and started to work on the
evening shift - can’t play music on the evening shift.
I didn’t know how I would react to a situation so the first time I went
to a fight; a guy got hit in the head with a beer bottle and busted it
open. This was a Saturday and I’d just started work two days
previous. I walked over to look and I thought if I can look at blood I
think I’ll be okay. I went over and looked at his head and thought
yeah, I’m alright. I went ahead and worked a month. The roster for
the people working that evening came out and they said “Terry,
you’re riding at large” which meant you cover everything and no
rookie had ever been written up to be at large, so I felt pretty good.
But I loved it; I kind of worried for three or four months and then I
loved it. When I quit I tell everybody I didn’t quit ‘cos I didn’t like it. I
had a wife, two babies and they had good benefits at DuPont and it
was in 1969 I went to DuPont and stayed there until 2000.
I retired in 2000 and I’ve been back five times. I was a process operator - when you had
shutdowns you had to clear certain area of the plant so they can work on it and when it was
running you had to be sure you kept it running. We had a really good crew over there. We made
methanol, wood grain alcohol, 99.9%, can’t drink it. We ran that unit for 565 days without a major
shutdown and that was a world record. Then they sold that unit and I went back into the DuPont
plant in the water department and that was where I retired from although, as I said, I went back
five times. They had a big expansion going on this last time I went back and I was there almost
eight months while they were changing the process. All we were doing was writing permits, giving
contractors permission to do a job and we were in the office all the time so it wasn’t strenuous or
anything. We were writing two hundred and some per day. We’d start at 4.30 in the morning and
get through just before we had to go home.
As the years rolled past did you continue playing?
Six nights a week to supplement my police salary. I made more money doing that - it was very low
pay on the police force, probably still is. What happened, this guy called me and asked if I knew
how to play bass and I said I probably could learn. He asked if I could sing harmony and I didn’t
know as I’d always sung melody. He said that if I could get hold of a bass we’d have a little
practice session, and I never was a great bass player, but I learned how to play the bass with his
stuff and to sing harmony. There were three of us and we were tight but we just played private
clubs and supper clubs. I couldn’t play the joints because if I got in trouble and somebody saw me
and gave me a ticket we’d have a problem. At one private club we played the owner was the
mayor of Port Arthur so I didn’t have to worry about that. I played six nights a week, I’d get home
at midnight or one o’clock, get up and go to work from 6am to 2pm, go home, get a little nap, clean
up, go play again. We made good money as a supplemental salary.
My lead sax player ended up going to Houston and became the number one country and western
DJ there. He had done that back in Louisiana on KIKS playing swamp pop and all that while he
played with me. He got through there one night and we had to go all the way to this fancy, fancy
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club, La Louisiana Club. We got there late and the guy that owned it came out and told us we were
thirty minutes late. We explained that he’d just got off work but he told us that after tonight we’d
never play there again. We set up but it was like you were in a recording studio - dead sound. We
got through and I said “Tell you what, I don’t want to play here again… ever!”
We got loaded up and went into New Iberia, Louisiana to a club where we knew the owner. We
asked him who was playing tomorrow night and he said he didn’t have anybody so I said that we’d
play. He said that he couldn’t advertise but I told him word of mouth… get it out. We went back
Saturday night and packed that place and I said “I ain’t going to the La Louisiana no more!” We
had that kind of draw - Gene Terry’s in town, let’s go!
What about when you were at DuPont?
Couldn’t do it because of shift work, days, evenings and nights and at that time it was an eight
hour shift. Later on it went to twelve hour shifts which was better as we had two weekends off a
month, eight days off a month, yeah that was better. It’s only since I retired and Mary came into
my life - she’s the one that made me do this. We’d go to Larry’s French Market, Jivin’ Gene would
play and he’d say “Let’s get my school buddy up here, Gene Terry, give us a song” so I’d get up
and play. Every time we would go Ken Marvel would say “Come on up and do something”. There
was this band that would play KC and the Sunshine Band and I’d get up and they’d do swamp
pop, they had a great horn section. All these guys were music directors at schools around the
area.
Jivin’ Gene is one of my best friends. We were there when his wife died but he’s doing fine. John
Spencely said we need to get the pair of Genes over here. He and I get up and do a few things,
just having fun. Great friends - we went to school together, graduated together.
Then the call came from the Ponderosa Stomp.
They called me in February last year to do the show and I said that was no problem. Mary and I
went to Las Vegas but I had problems walking, my hips would hurt so I had scheduled a stretch
test with my heart doctor and he said I had some blockage and said they would go in and I would
be fine. He went in but didn’t stay in there long and told Mary and my son that I had 99% blockage
behind my heart and I needed open heart surgery. I told my doctor that I had a performance in
New Orleans coming up and he said “Do it, don’t look
Keith, Gene & Mary
© Denis Hoare
back” and we’ve been on the go ever since. We were
on the show with Freddie Cannon, what a great guy.
After we did the Stomp, we thought how stressful is it to
go to the UK for the Borderline? Mary said “We’re
going”.
Mary Scully - It wasn’t your throat they operated on, it
was your heart. You can still sing.
I loved the Borderline show. I’ve done this for a long
time. Do I get nervous? No, I don’t get nervous until you
call my name. Then I sing the first few words and I feel
good. It was great. I was so comfortable with the guys.
We had the rhythm section on Saturday and when the
horns were practising some stuff off stage before the
show I heard what they were doing and I went back and
said “You guys are doing great”. And this is the first
time I’ve ever been outside of the States, well I’ve been
to Louisiana. I love London, it’s got a pulse,
everybody’s always moving. I live in a small town of
17,000 people and if you want to go somewhere, you
just go, no traffic. We’ve loved it here.
Thanks so much Gene.
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LOST SOULS
SIR MACK RICE
Songwriter, producer, musician and solo recording
artist, Sir Mack Rice is most widely recognised as the
writer of one of the major soul records of all time,
'Mustang Sally'.
Born Bonny Rice, 10th November 1933, in Clarkdale,
Mississippi, at a young age his family moved to Detroit,
Michigan. His early days followed the normal path
singing in his family church choir, along with local
gospel groups. His musical career began in the early
fifties as a member of the vocal group the Five
Scalders.
In 1957 Bonny Rice joined the Falcons, a group whose
members, over time, included super-talents Eddie
Floyd, Wilson Pickett and Joe Stubbs. The Falcons
first formed in Alabama around 1956, soon enough moving lock stock and barrel to Detroit, after
gaining a recording contract with LuPine records. The group’s debut release, in 1959, 'You’re So
Fine', became a national hit in the States. They went on to record a string of first rate sides, but
couldn't repeat their success, until they joined Atlantic and scored with 'I Found A Love', which
went gold in the States.
In 1962 Rice parted company with the Falcons to pursue a solo career, cutting a couple of singles
that went unnoticed for the LuPine label. In 1965 he joined the Blue Rock label (Blue Rock in my
opinion is a very underrated soul label). This move gives birth to the stupendous 'Mustang Sally',
which peaked at 15 on the R&B charts. This predates by about a year Wilson Pickett's wicked
cover. His version may have outsold the original, but Rice's ‘Mustang’ hit the charts first, and is
often overlooked as being the original version. Rice's only other chart entry, in 1969, was the
fantastic 'Coal Man', on the Atco label. Apart from delivering coal, Sir Mack was offering other
services to the ladies on his coal round.
Rice resettled in Memphis joining Stax as a staff writer and performer, his name regularly cropping
up on numerous writing credits. History will show that as a song writer he will be best
remembered. The list is endless; besides 'Mustang Sally', ‘Respect Yourself', Staple Singers,
'Cheaper To Keep Her', Johnny Taylor, 'Do The Funky Penguin', Rufus Thomas, 'Cadillac
Assembly Line', Albert King etc. etc.
Although he never achieved the recognition as an individual solo artist, his own output on Stax
was noteworthy, if virtually unknown, 'Love Sickness', being one of the very best things to come
out of the "sock it to me" Stax era, and his 'Mini-Skirt Minnie' is as good as any of the hits on the
label. But it was Pickett who, in 1969, made the top twenty, although Rice had the far superior
version from a couple of years earlier.
An interesting release in 1976 was issued on Contempo, (US May Day). A chunky rhythmic disco
mover, 'It Takes One To Know One', which was a big hit with the UK gay scene at the time. It
wasn't until 1992 he made a comeback of sorts with his first solo album, along with The
Dynatones, RIGHT NOW, on Blue Suit Records, mainly consisting of a number of his hit songs,
plus a few new ones.
His career spanned nearly sixty years and he died 27th June 2016, from Alzheimer's.
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WAYNE JACKSON
Trumpet legend, the 'West Memphis Flash', Wayne Jackson, was
born 24th November 1941, in Memphis, Tennessee, and brought
up in West Memphis, Arkansas. His parents encouraged young
Wayne to take up music, so it was from an early age he learnt to
master the trumpet.
In 1958 while still at school he joined the Royal Spades, who
became The Mar-Keys, along with more notable members Steve
Cropper and Donald 'Duck' Dunn. The instrumental group opened
their account on Satellite records in 1961 with the pulsating 'Last
Night', which cracked the top five in both the R&B and Pop charts
in the US.
Within months Satellite had altered its name to Stax and the MarKeys became the label’s house band. The Mar-Keys also kinda
doubled up as Booker T and The MGs. They were a turbulent group with continuous coming and
goings. Saxophonist Andrew Love joined the fold in 1964, and from that moment the greatest soul
horn section ever was born, Jackson and Love.
Although commercial success under their name was limited, the group provided the backbone to
sessions by Sam and Dave, Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, Carla Thomas etc. They were the
behind the scenes pulse on countless classic soul records, and featured on almost all the artists
that recorded for Stax. Classics like 'Dock Of The Bay', 'Hold On I'm Comin'', 'Soul Man', 'Knock
On Wood', and hundreds more. The Mar-Keys themselves made their second and last chart
appearance in 1966 with 'Philly Dog'.
In 1969 Jackson and Love left Stax to team up and form the Memphis Horns. The pair were in
huge demand and blew on releases by soul acts Al Green, Ann Peebles, Sly Johnson and many
more. The twosome, under the Memphis Horns, had four minor R&B hits in the mid-seventies.
Wayne Jackson, Porretta 2007
© Paul Harris

They went on to be featured horns on hundreds of tracks
from across the musical spectrum, including Elvis
Presley, Neil Diamond, U2, Robert Cray. The duo toured
extensively with a diverse cross section of artists. In the
eighties Jackson relocated to Nashville, where he joined
Marty Robbins’ band, whom he toured with for three
years.
In 2012 he received, along with saxophone partner
Andrew Love, a Grammy Lifetime Achievement award,
for their contribution to music. More
recently he was involved with Jack
White and Alicia Keys.

His self-penned autobiography IN MY
WILDEST DREAMS runs to 3 volumes.
Volume 1 is a fantastic read of his early days. He had performed on 83 gold and
platinum records, 52 number ones and 15 Grammy winners.
He died 21st June, from congestive heart failure. He leaves a major contribution to
many of Southern Soul’s finest moments.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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This month I sold my Juke Box. I have had it since 1978 and it was a 1974 Rowe Ami model T1-2
called a Woodbridge. In 1978 I had just taken over my first pub. It was in a village just outside
Aylesbury but it was a big place with three bars, a public bar, a Snug and a big function room
which I turned into a games room for the younger element in the village. My love of music,
especially Rock'n'Roll, made a Juke Box top of my list,
followed by a (large) pool table and a pin machine. I also put
in a darts board and the brewery insisted on a ‘fruit machine’
which they took a large slice of any profits. I decided to trust
my judgement and put my own selections on it, both oldies
and current issues but avoiding the teeny bopper’s choices.
And it was a successful formula.
Then in the early 1980s the firm I rented it from wanted to
change it for a wall box type but I said no and bought it from
them along with the pool table for £200 each, financially one
of the best things I ever did. The pub became a riot of fun and
as they say, ‘a party every night’. It became too much for my
wife and she left taking a customer with her! I carried on but
later discovered I had become a serious diabetic, feeling tired
all the time, so I left the pub world in 1989 and I took my Juke
Box with me.
I had it serviced then installed in a care home’s common room in which my daughter worked while
I went into rented accommodation. It stayed there until I found somewhere of my own to live and it
came back to me when the care home came under new management. Much to my neighbour’s
disgust I had one or two loud parties then blew a fuse and left off using it for a while. Joy and I
had, by now bought a house in France and she had a house also so we sold one of our houses
and took a lot of furniture (and the Juke Box) over to France. It did play for a while but was faulty,
mainly due to the long periods when the house was left shut up, I mean, I was still working and
holidays there were short.
I got a mate to have a look at it, imported all the spares and maintenance books from the USA but
cleaning all the contacts became a laborious chore and, frankly, I had lost interest in it. Finally, I
advertised it in France and a French enthusiast came the 60 or so miles to look at it… and bought
it. He phoned me up a few days later to ask me to listen, and he had got some of it working
already. I sold it cheaply and I’m pleased it went to a good home. It had played a record nearly
500,000 times while I had it and it had been a good friend.

Who did I last see? (But not Blues!)In the local town in France (Malestroit), near where I stay,
and which is a very medieval town on the Nantes-Brest Canal, they hold a series of live free
shows, every Friday throughout the summer, in the square next to the church. They build a large
stage and provide about a hundred benches for the locals and visitors to sit and enjoy. Around this
square are four or five restaurants and a couple of bars where tables are provided to eat and
watch the bands. While in France we usually book a table in the same place, with friends and
watch the entertainment in comfort with good company and good food. We would only get to see
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one night’s entertainment this visit as we were getting back to the UK for a 50th wedding
anniversary party.
There were two quality groups on and we settled over a large bowl of Moule-Frites (mussels and
fries) to enjoy both the food and the music. First up at 9-30pm was Guillaume Lerat, a fine
singer/guitarist who embraced French Jazz and popular music in a style of the ’40s and ’50s with
humour, a good voice and very good French style guitar accompaniment. He was assisted on
double bass by Herve Olivier. They went down very well on a fine warm sunny evening which was
typically French. They were followed by Little Big Swing, a cabaret style three-piece, playing
numbers like ‘Sweet Georgia Brown’, ‘Sweet Sue’, ‘I Want To Be Loved By You’ and a swing
version of ‘All Shook Up’ which worked well. The line-up was double bass, a ukulele, and a girl
who played a washboard, which she wore like a serving tray and included bells, whistles and
horns and used sticks and brushes. She also played Kazoo. They all sang and the uke player
often put down his instrument to become a very good juggler and comedian (not that I understood
his patter!) During this, the bass and percussion suitably covered his performance. She later sang
a great version of ‘Fever’ with just the bass player.
The organisers obtain a terrific variety of acts and this year there will be a Balkans outfit, a Beatles
cover band, a traditional Breton Folk band, a big Soul band, a Folk/Blues group, Paris accordion,
Western Swing and Jazz and a Rockabilly/Rock‘n’Roll Band to finish the season. For the
youngsters there is a two day outdoor Rock Festival at the end of July with 25 bands.
All this is financed by the council and many local tradesmen and restaurants etc. which all benefit
from the Friday’s entertainment as some nights attract well over 1500 people.

Lists: The Blues Foundation of America made their 2016 Blues Music Awards and these were the
winners:
Acoustic Album – The Acoustic Blues and Roots of Duke Robillard
Acoustic Artist – Doug MacLeod
Album – Born To Play Guitar – Buddy Guy
B.B. King Entertainer – Victor Wainwright
Band – Victor Wainwright and the Wild Roots
Best New Artist Album – The Mississippi Blues Child – Mr. Sipp
Contemporary Blues Album – Born to Play Guitar – Buddy Guy
Contemporary Blues Female Artist – Shemekia Copeland
Contemporary Blues Male Artist – Joe Louis Walker
Historical Album – Soul & Swagger, Buzzin’ the Blues – Slim Harpo
Instrumentalist-Bass – Lisa Mann
Instrumentalist-Drums – Cedric Burnside
Instrumentalist-Guitar – Sonny Landreth
Instrumentalist-Harmonica – Kim Wilson
Instrumentalist-Horn – Terry Hanck
Koko Taylor Award – Ruthie Foster
Pinetop Perkins Piano Player – Allen Toussaint
Blues Rock Album – Battle Scars – Walter Trout
Song – ‘Gonna Live Again’ written & performed by Walter Trout
Blues Soul Album – This Time For Real – Billy Price & Otis Clay
Blues Soul Female Artist – Bettye LaVette
Blues soul Male Artist – Otis Clay
Traditional Blues Album – Descendants of Hill Country- Cedric Burnside Project
Traditional Blues Male Artist – John Primer
Well, I will have to investigate a couple of names here (Victor Wainwright and Mr. Sipp). I have the
Duke Robillard CD and it is a quiet belter. From my point of view it is nice to see Shemekia
Copeland, Sonny Landreth, and Ruthie Foster in the list and especially Kim Wilson who is
deservedly the best in his field.
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There was a raft of other awards by way of inductees (both artists and important recordings),
literature and singles and I will have a look at these next time

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the Gs
Buddy Guy. I saw him in Vannes, Brittany in an open ait concert about four summers ago where
he was supported by two very good French Blues bands He surprised me by being a great
showman, knowing that his audience would recognise most of his material (the French Blues fans
know their Blues). He became a comedian as well as a great entertainer, walking amongst the
audience while playing and singing, also shaking hands and offering the mike to the French who
were singing along.
Probably the king of Chicago Blues, he has played with Magic Sam, Otis Rush and Freddie King
while still paying homage to the old brigade, Muddy Waters, and toured with Junior Wells on a
Rolling Stones tour. Later, playing longwinded guitar solos, the act degenerated into selfindulgence and fell out of favour, until he made ‘Damn Right, I Got The Blues’ (1991) an album full
of four and five star tunes, which worked like a comeback album but, of course, he never went
away. However, this CD gave him a new lease of life as later albums have proved.
Dana Gillespie. Born in 1948, Dana has sung in many styles and done a lot of acting including
Hammer House of Horror films and stage shows like ‘Catch My Soul’ and ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’
where she played Mary Magdalene. However Blues was her first love and she obtained regular
work in Austria as a DJ and with The Mojo Blues Band with pianists Axel Zwingenberger and
Joachim Palden with whom she still occasionally works. It is her ability to attract musicians of
quality, when in England touring, that makes her and her material stand out. I have seen her many
times, her stage presence and performance always excellent bringing out the best in Dino
Baptiste, piano, Frank Meade, sax, Bob Hall, piano, Pete Thomas, sax, Ed Deane, & Andy
Winfield, guitars and Nick Payn, sax to name some of the players I’ve seen with her. Lately her
recent albums have included less blues but she is still worth the admission money.
Other ‘G’s I like include Larry Garner, Cecil Gant and a wonderful double ‘A’ side 1959 single by
Paul Gayten, a New Orleans band leader/pianist. ‘The Hunch’ backed with ‘Hot Cross Buns’ are
still two tracks in my five star list. ‘The Hunch’ is a kind of ‘Raunchy’/’Rumble’ instro while ‘Hot
Cross Buns’ is another 12 bar instro with ‘uncle tom’ verbal breaks praising the joys of the buns,
Great R&B and it still makes me laugh out loud.
Although not a Blues musician, I would also like to include Charlie Gillett. He introduced me to all
the stuff (including Blues) that I now enjoy after years of musical doldrums.

Magazines: I’m sorry to tell you but the large glossy magazine, ‘The Blues Magazine’ produced by
TeamRock, has folded after 29 very good issues. I shall miss it a great deal as it was brash and
outspoken but covered a great deal of interesting articles and topics. It slanted towards
Blues/Rock because it was published by the Classic Rock magazine.

What was my last CD? Have you noticed how much CDs are increasing in price? You can still
get the odd ‘old’ compilation double (or triple) CD for around a fiver but new contemporary roots
albums have moved to an average of twelve pounds (on Amazon) where they used to be eight to
ten pounds and some imports are twenty pounds or more. If most of that album is unheard before
purchase, this is a big financial risk. Will I go to downloads?
My last CD was ‘Into The Wild Blue’ by Roy Rogers (no not him!) a slide guitarist who plays in a
jangly Blues style and when going full tilt is a very exciting sound. I have a couple of CDs by him,
one live, which is very good. This one will take a bit more listening before I decide.

What was on my IPod today? Peggy Lee singing ‘Is That All There Is?’ Her voice has always
thrilled me so I have a lot of music by her. I think I would like this played at my thanksgiving!
Dave Parker
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I emailed Keith recently, regarding the fact that my flow of Rock’n’Roll articles had dried up. Would
he be interested in something different? He agreed, so this article is the first of a series called:
“THINGS THAT INTEREST ME AND MAY INTEREST YOU” It is about aspects of World War II.
When did the war begin? For us, on September 1st 1939, when Germany invaded Poland. The
Soviet Union also invaded Poland at the same time and carved it up, in accordance with its secret
deal with Hitler. It was this fact that led someone to ask a prominent WW2 authority: “Why did we
(the British and French) not declare war on the Soviet Union? They, too, had violated our
guarantee to the Poles.”
The reply that the expert gave was couched in rather strange language. (From memory) it went
something like this: “The British are a romantic and chivalrous race but not so romantic or so
chivalrous that they think that they can take on and beat not only the might of the Third Reich but
also the might of the Soviet Union.” Or, in other words, the answer to the question is:
“Expediency.”
The USSR was first, our enemy, then, after June 22nd 1941, our friend. Then after 1945, our
enemy again! Russia is the biggest country in the world and only a fool or a madman would think
of invading it. When Hitler did, he learned the truth of the saying: “Russia is a country in which
large armies starve and small armies get beaten.”
The T34 tank was a very nasty surprise to the Germans and
their only answer to it was to copy it. We, the British, invented
the tank, but we didn't use it properly. The Germans and the
Russians did. Why was the T34 so good? Apparently, Russian
experts went around the world studying every country's tanks.
They then chose the best armour, the best gun, the best
tracks, the best engine and came up with the T34.
Everyone has heard of Stalingrad. After the war, a panel of senior Russian commanders asked a
senior German commander a familiar question: “What do you think the turning-point of WW2
was?” They all expected him to say “Stalingrad.” Instead, he astonished them by saying “The
Battle of Britain.” His reason? “The Luftwaffe never recovered from its losses in that campaign.”
Adolf Galland, the German air ace, denied that there ever was a Battle of Britain! His contention
was that this was just one conflict in a series of conflicts.
We used to be told that it was the Spitfire
that won the battle. Then, someone pointed
out that the Hurricane shot down many
more enemy planes. The Spitfire Fan Club
retorted: “Well, they would, wouldn't they?
There were twice as many of them!” I was
amused recently to read the remark of a
Hurricane pilot, who said scornfully: “The Hurricane had a much better undercarriage. The
Spitfire's was crap!”
They were both wonderful fighters but then,
so was the P51 Mustang. This had a
disappointing performance when fitted with
the American Allison engine but came into its
own when replaced with the British (hooray!)
Rolls Royce Merlin. Also, what about the
unique De Havilland Mosquito? Probably the
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most versatile fighter/bomber of the entire war. Only the British could conceive of a plane made
entirely of wood with no armament (because it was too fast to intercept). Then there was the
neglected Bristol Beaufighter, the most heavily armed fighter in the world. Six machine guns, as
well as four cannon!
Talking about cannon, it was late in the war before the Spitfire, and other fighters, were armed with
this as the destructive power of six machine guns could not match that of cannon.
Continuing with fighters, what about the comical, ridiculously
slow (138 m.p.h.) Fairey Swordfish, an obsolete biplane, whose
single torpedo was as long as the plane? Never mind swordfish
- this was a sitting duck! Well, it wasn't comical for the crews of
the Italian warships it sank at Taranto and the damage it caused
the Bismarck.
Don't forget, either, the Saunders Roe flying boat, with
its massive armament of 2 x.50 cannon and 12 x .303
machine guns (which led to its being dubbed by the
Germans: “Der Fliegendes Stachelschwein” (“The Flying
Porcupine”). This plane was once attacked by six
Heinkel fighters and, although quite badly damaged,
shot down three of them and drove off the remainder.
Sometimes, I have read the words of “experts” and laughed. Max Hastings, a highly respected
writer on WW2, once broke off his narrative to enthuse about the wonderful professionalism of the
German soldier in WW2. “He wrote: “He bears comparison with, and matches that, of the best
soldiers of any country in history.” I pondered emailing Max, reminding him that he still lost the
war! Excuse my naiveté but I always thought that the point of fighting a battle, or an entire war,
was to win, not be the most professional POW!
There is so much more I could write but won't (unless I am paid, Keith!). Was the Dambusters
Raid as successful as some people claim? A superb feat of courage and precision bombing but...
Is it true that when the Russians stormed through Germany they wrecked everything, stole
everything and raped every woman they could find?
I used to believe this until I read that only 10-15% of the Russian army behaved in this way. Like
the Germans, the Russians had elite divisions, who would have scorned such actions. Was the
firestorm bombing of Dresden justified, since Germany was already defeated (not true).
What saved us from invasion in 1940? In various tomes, I have read various answers. The RAF,
the Royal Navy, the English channel (a piddling, 20-mile-wide, stretch of water, but one of the
most dangerous seas in the world; studded with wrecks, sandbanks, treacherous currents and
sudden, violent storms and gales.)
How many people were killed in WW2? The accepted figure used to be about 50 million but the
last book I read had upgraded that to 80 million.
The truth about WW2 is that the truth is
always changing and being revised. That is
why I love reading about it.!

http://www.ukrock.net/
PS Just remembered something else:
“The Miracle of Dunkirk” - well, it turns out
that what actually happened was… I'll leave
it for next time!
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Three CDs came in the post this last week, one a new release and the others a couple of months
older. However all had something in common in as much as they were homages to artists and
their songs from the past. They also could be at first glance said to be totally blues albums but a
more careful look would reveal that one certainly has elements of another African music culture,
that of the Caribbean. The biggest challenge though is whether these personal interpretations
work for the listener. Let’s take a look at the newer release first then.

Both Mat Walklate (harmonica & vocals) and Paolo Fuschi (guitar & vocals) are amongst the
newer generation who are gaining a reputation for ‘musicianship excellence’. Their interests in
music cover a wide range of genres from Irish Traditional thru’ Soul, Blues, Jazz, Funk and
Reggae. No guessing then this is the album with the African Caribbean influence. The album
consists of these 10 tracks:
1) Ain’t No Big Deal On You (Milton Campbell)
2) Going Down Slow (Oden)
3) As Long As I Have You (Dixon)
4) Nothin’ But Love (Jenkins)
5) Trouble No More (Morganfield)
6) Fat Man (Morgan)
7) Don’t You Know Me (Fuschi/Walklate)
8) Black Cat Bone (Hopkins)
9) Oh Babe (Sick & Tired)/Man In The Street (Kenner &
Bartholomew/Drummond)
10) Money (Bradford & Gordy)
As you can see from just looking at the songwriters, this duo cover a range from Chicago, Detroit,
and New Orleans to Jamaica in their song choice. Their arrangements, obviously constrained to
some extent by being a duo, are generally top class as is their playing ability. One must
acknowledge though that the dominant lead is the harmonica playing by Mat Walklate.
Particular favourites were the Little Milton song ‘Ain’t No Big Deal On You’ which is played in a
faster time, almost rockabilly, than the original. ‘Nothin’ But Love’ by Bobo Jenkins, is another one
of those relatively obscure blues guys who are worth looking up, but have what seems a
fascinating history. I really liked their version of the Lightning Hopkins song ‘Black Cat Bone’. What
also worked for me were the two Jamaican ‘ska’ songs. The first is ‘Fat Man’ written by Derreck
Morgan who also had the original hit with it. Derreck Morgan was of course one of the legendary
figures in Jamaican music history. The second track is Oh Babe (Sick & Tired)/Man In The Street
which, before you shout it out, yes was the first song written by Chris Kenner & Dave
Bartholomew, but Walklate and Fuschi play this in the style of ska, and put it together with a song
from another Jamaican legend, this being Don Drummond, perhaps better known as part of the
Skatelites who were simply responsible for so many great ska songs. For copies or further details
please click on www.walklateandfuschi.com

The second album is more definitely blues, as it is an album commemorating the hundred years
since the birth of Muddy Waters. John was a member of Muddy’s band at the end of Muddy’s life,
and for this contemporary official tribute album he is joined by a whole list of stars. These include
Shemekia Copeland, James Cotton, Gary Clark Jr, Bob Margolin, ‘Keb Mo’, Derek Trucks, Johnny
Winter and others. It was nominated for a Grammy award this year.
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1) Got My Mojo Working
2) Still A Fool
3) I Be’s Troubled
4) I’m Ready
5) Mannish Boy
6) Rosalie
7) Why Don’t You Live So God Can Use You
8) Good News
9) Trouble No More
10) She Moves Me
11) Can’t Get No Grindin’
12) 40 Days and 40 Nights
13) Last Time I fool Around With You
14) I Feel So Good
15) Feel Like Going Home
As you see from the wide range of recordings here, they have covered his work from 1940’s
plantation onwards to his Chicago Chess Records era. What is remarkable is the very intelligent
and sympathetic arrangement John Primer et al have brought to these songs. They of course
stretch from his Country Blues start to the full blown ‘Electric Blues’ that gave him his career.
The CD comes in a hard backed booklet form, which gives full details of the above recordings plus
brief notes about the originals. There is a biography and a selection of photographs of Muddy and
his bands over his career. I was a bit cynical when I first saw this album advertised, but after
hearing a couple of tracks on the Paul Jones show they really knocked me out. Now after hearing
the full album I can heartily recommend this to all blues fans. www.raisinmusic.com

The third album received is another tribute, this time to a pioneer of Chicago blues harmonica
playing, the great Big Walter Horton. Kim Wilson with Big Jon Atkinson, Mark Wenner, Sugar Ray
& the Bluetones, Bob Corritore with Jimmy Rogers & Robert Lockwood Jr, Mark Hummel, Steve
Guyger, Li’L Ronnie Owens, Kurt Crandall and Andrew Alli are amongst the star line up of
renowned blues harmonica players who pay homage to Big Walter.
1) Someday
2) She Loves Another Man
3) Worried Life
4) It Ain’t Me
5) Hard Hearted Women
6) Great Shakes
7) We’re Gonna Move To Kansas City
8) Sugar Ray medley (That Ain’t It, Walter’s Boogie,
Everybody’s Fishing, I Don’t Get Around Much, Blueberry
Hill).
9) Evening Shuffle
10) Easy
11) Walking By Myself
12) Little Boy Blue
13) Need My Baby
14) Easy II
15) Rambling On My Mind
16) Think Big
This is a great album for those who are blues harp fans, and especially the sound of Big Walter
Horton and that Chicago sound. The playing is exemplary by all of the musicians and does show
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how influential this guy was to so many. Again this album comes highly recommended. This is on
EllerSoul records.
The last two albums are available by all the usual on line sources; if your local record shop does
not have these in stock they can order them for you.
Steve Gartell

Tales From The Woods cinema correspondent and hardworking roadie Marti Canal, back when
this past winter was making its final bow, kindly invited yours truly along to a venue in central
London where Toastmasters meet on a weekly basis (Marti is the timekeeper), where that evening
he was making his debut speech. I'm sure you will agree it deserves a wider audience. Keith.
Let’s go bananas, a funny title for a very serious topic.
Who likes bananas? They are the world’s favourite fruit. Yellow, easy to peel, seedless, nutritious,
with 100 billion consumed annually. According to the United Nations, the fourth most important
food crop among the least developed countries. A commercial success, a high yield farm crop due
to monoculture.
Monoculture is the agricultural practice of producing a single crop… a single variety. Easy to grow
and half the price of an apple. To grow them you just cut off a piece of the stem of an existing
plant and stick it in the ground. That stem matures, blooms and you get more than 300 bananas
out of it.
It doesn't matter where you buy them; Sainsbury's, Marks & Spencer or your local off license.
Even around the world, Europe, America, Australia; still the exact same one. However if
something can kill one, it could potentially kill every banana of that type.
Have you ever wondered why banana flavoured things don't quite taste like banana? Well, they
do. They taste just like the Gros Michel. Creamy, sweet and more durable. The original banana,
again seedless, grown as a monoculture, unable to reproduce sexually and create resistance
against illness.
Eventually, a fungus, the Panama Disease or Tropical Race 1, started infecting the Gros Michel
crop. By the time we realized how vulnerable it was, it was already too late and went all but
extinct. At the last minute it was replaced by a less durable, less creamy and less sweet variety of
banana, the Cavendish. And the banana industry recovered.
But now again we may lose the war… since
2013 a new version of the Panama Disease, the
Tropical Race 4, has infected the Cavendish
already. It started spreading in Australia and has
already extended through South Asia and
China.
And we may not have any replacement.
The extinction of the banana could impoverish millions of growers in poor areas of the World.
Maybe diversification, polyculture is the key to make it more difficult for any disease to spread.
So next time you go to your local grocery store have a word with the shop owner asking for a
different local variety of banana, maybe from Ghana, Brazil or Malaysia. Mister Toastmaster,
fellow members and most welcome guests, the future of the banana is in your hands. Let’s go
bananas.
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, June 06, 2016
Gene Terry rocks in London
Gene Terry has never been to the UK before. In fact, he
has never been out of the States until now. He has spent
his life in and around Port Arthur in east Texas close to
the Louisiana border, occasionally singing his brand of
swamp pop and rockabilly in local clubs, before making a
successful appearance at last year's Ponderosa Stomp
in New Orleans. It was a real treat, therefore, to see him
take to the stage of the Borderline in London last night in
the latest Tales From The Woods show, aptly titled
Southern & Rockin'.
Gene went down a storm, singing no less than 19 swamp
pop, rockabilly and New Orleans R&B styled numbers, with tremendous support from the ever
excellent Tales From The Woods band. Gene had his greatest success in the late fifties when he
and his band the Down Beats recorded some excellent sides for the Lake Charles based
Goldband label, including the classic Cindy Lou, and were a big name locally. He retired from the
music business in around 1961 and joined the police force, but it's clear that his enthusiasm for the
music is still there and his voice is first rate.
He kicked off with three Fats Domino numbers, My Girl Josephine, Did You Ever See A Dream
Walking and I'm Ready, before launching into the swamp pop anthem Mathilde. Next came
Woman I Love, his first recording and a record so rare that it goes for thousands of dollars when a
copy turns up. Only 250 copies were pressed. After a lengthy search Gene found one at his
house, he told me when I spoke with him last week, but it was broken. Next up came two more
swamp pop and New Orleans classics in the form of Joe Barry's I'm A Fool To Care and Frankie
Ford's Sea Cruise, and then Cindy Lou, a wonderful rockabilly track. There was more New
Orleans R&B in I Hear You Knockin' and the superb Oh What A Mistake. Then came No Mail
Today, a song which was inspired, Gene said, by a mail man who drove up to his house in his
van, and then drove off without stopping. It took him five minutes to write, Gene said.
Other originals included Cinderella, Cinderella and the swamp pop flavoured Guy With A Million
Dreams, whilst there was rock and roll with Flip Flop and Fly and Slow Down and more New
Orleans sounds with Blue Monday, Have You Ever Had
The Blues and a wonderful version of Joe Jones's You
Talk Too Much, before finishing with a reprise of Cindy
Lou. Here is Cindy Lou and No Mail Today.
The band throughout Gene's set, and throughout the
evening, was superb, with lead guitarist John Spencely on
great form, Claire Hamlin sparking on the keyboards, Jeff
Tuck immaculate on drums and Robb Davis solid on bass.
The three piece horn section, comprising Alex Bland and
Nick Lunt (from Jools Holland's band) on sax and Barry
Few on trumpet, were splendid throughout. If there's a
better backing band in London at the moment I would be
amazed.
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The evening started with a two piece
boogie woogie outfit called the Sweet
Georgia Boys who got the show off to
a good start, before impresario Keith
Woods introduced the band to the
stage.
First up was Billie Davis, making a
welcome return visit with punchy
versions of her biggest early sixties hits I Want You To Be My Baby
and Tell Him, along with A Mess Of Blues.
Sadly one of the artists booked to appear on the show,
Danny Rivers, was too ill to perform, but his replacement
Terry Clemson, once a member of the Downliners Sect, was
an excellent replacement. A great guitarist, the place really
rocked to a selection of numbers made famous by Chuck
Berry (Roll Over Beethoven, Carol, Route 66 and The
Promised Land), Eddie Cochran, Gene Vincent, Ricky
Nelson and Conway Twitty. This was all familiar material,
with no Sect numbers on show, but exciting, with two
excellent guitarists on stage and a driving beat throughout.
The crowd loved it.
Next up was Stephen Ackles, a new name to me but very
popular in his native Norway and further afield apparently,
as there were quite a few of his fans in the house. Stephen
is a very proficient Jerry Lee Lewis piano player, who
performed accurate versions of numbers such as High
School Confidential, Great Balls Of Fire, Whole Lotta Shakin'
Going On and You Win Again. But he showed that he is
more than that with Johnnie Ray's Cry, featuring a great
guitar break from John Spencely, and a Cajun flavoured
Bettina, featuring Claire Hamlin on organ. Other Jerry Lee
favourites included Mexicali Rose, No Headstone On My
Grave and Rockin' My Life Away, featuring a great sax break by Alex
Bland. At the end of his set Stephen introduced two other piano players to
the stage who have a show in a theatre near Leicester Square soon. I
didn't catch their names and it wasn't entirely clear why they were there,
apart from plugging their show. Nevertheless Stephen went down well,
ably supported once again by the house band.
Keith Woods can again by pleased with his show as Gene Terry was well
worth the cost of bringing him and wife over from the States. There were
fewer original artists on the show this time, a sad reflection of the fact that
many of them are no longer performing or no longer with us. But an
enjoyable evening none the less. Well done!

The Band - Barry, Nick, Claire, Jeff, Robb, Alex, John
© Paul Harris
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Wednesday, June 08, 2016
The return of Eli 'Paperboy' Reed
Eli 'Paperboy' Reed made a welcome return visit to London last night with a superb show at the
Jazz Cafe. When I first saw him playing solo in the upstairs room of a pub in Chalk Farm back in
2008 I knew he was something special. He has one of the most fantastic soul voices that I've ever
heard, quite extraordinary for a white Jewish boy from Boston. He can sound like Sam Cooke, like
James Carr, like Solomon Burke, like Otis Redding, even James Brown, but his material is all his
own and his singing is drenched in the raw emotion of deep soul, blues and gospel.
He has a genuine feel for the blues, having spent a
year living in Clarksdale, Mississippi, a few years
back and has a rare ability to write songs that
sound like they were the work of one of the sixties
soul greats. Over the last ten years or so he's
recorded five albums, all of them good, but he didn't
receive the support he deserved from first Capitol
and later Warner Brothers, so his career didn't take
off the way it should have done. But he's still
around, still learning and every bit as good as ever.
When I was in LA in April he visited the same three
black blues clubs as I did when he was in the
company of mutual friend Allen 'Charmin' Larman
and got up and sang in each, getting a rapturous
reception in all of them.
Eli has been teaching gospel singing to teenagers in
Harlem for the last three years and clearly loves gospel
music. His latest album, his fifth, My Way Home contains
some strong raw gospel numbers and he sang several
songs from this. Backed by a trio who clearly know him
well, and who sang in harmony with him at the end, Eli
was quite superb on up tempo numbers like Name Calling,
from his Capitol album Come and Get It, and even better
on the deep soul numbers. Don't Let Me Down was
brilliant, as my YouTube clip shows, and other numbers
such as Come and Get It and It's Easier were also spine
tinglingly good. He's also a great guitarist by the way.
It can surely only be a matter of time until Eli gets the recognition he deserves. He is, as my friend
John Howard commented last night, the dog's bollocks!
Monday, June 20, 2016
Blackpool International Soul Festival
Blackpool is famous for many things - fish and chips, Kiss Me Quick hats, the Pleasure Beach, the
Tower and, not least, Northern Soul. It was one of the birth places of a genre which still has many
thousands of mostly middle-aged followers today. So it was appropriate that the biggest Northern
Soul festival in recent years, the Blackpool International Soul festival, should take place there. The
venue, the Winter Gardens, is a grand 19th century structure best known as the venue for party
political conferences. It has a huge ballroom, numerous bars and various rooms where different
types of soul were played, including Classic, Modern, ‘70s Crossover, Jazz Funk and Ska. Many
of the thousands of people who attended were there for the records and the dancing, and maybe
the scooter meet up, but for me the attraction was the promise of live performances by four
original American soul stars from the sixties and early seventies, three of whom I had never seen
before, plus an interview session with William 'Mickey' Stevenson, Motown's original A and R man.
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I wasn't disappointed, as all four artists put on excellent and highly enjoyable sets, backed
superbly by the Snake Davis band, and Mickey proved to be an interesting and articulate
interviewee.
First on stage on Friday was Gerri Granger, who looked
fantastic with silver/blue hair and wearing a shimmery silver
gown. Gerri's set was short but very sweet with dynamic
performances of two soul numbers from the early sixties Ain't It Funny and Castle In The Sky - plus her big early
seventies track I Go To Pieces which was a crowd pleaser
at soul all-nighters. Her voice was great and she had a
beautiful smile on her face throughout. The crowd wanted
more and she came back on stage to reprise I Go To
Pieces, much appreciated by the enthusiastic crowd.
Next was Dee Dee Sharp, a big pop name at Cameo Parkway in
the early sixties and later a huge soul star when married to
Kenny Gamble. Wearing a floral red dress and with a blond mop
of hair she was funny, energetic and very tuneful, if perhaps a
little too chatty. She began with Share My Love With You from
1975, dancing around the stage and fiddling with her dress. 'I talk
soft and sing loud' she said, and both proved to be true, although
some of her comments about her ex-husband, and men in
general, were hardly soft in tone. 'He was a dog. I hated that
bastard', she said of Kenny, although she claimed they are now
friends.
Musically Dee Dee was excellent with support from two backing
singers and the band on Mel Torme's Comin' Home Baby, Happy
'Bout The Whole Thing (written by Kenny Gamble) and Nobody
Could Take Your Place from her What Color Is Love album.
Anyone hoping for early hits like Mashed Potato Time, Gravy or
Do The Bird (like me) were disappointed, but she did great versions of a couple of her earlier
tracks, I'll Do Anything and Deep Dark Secret, Other stand out tracks included Standing In The
Need Of Love, with considerable jigging about on stage, and Easy Money. Finally came What Kind
Of Lady from 1968. A lady she certainly is, and an exciting one. Great stuff.
Lunchtime on Saturday saw a fascinating interview session with
Mickey Stevenson, who has just published a memoir of his
involvement in the early days of Motown (he left in 1967 to join MGM,
along with his wife Kim Weston). Mickey was a guiding force behind
all the great Motown artists of the era, including Eddie Holland, who
he says gave up performing because of stage fright, Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, the Four
Tops, Martha and the Vandellas and the Marvelettes. Writer/producer
Norman Whitfield was a 'mad man but a genius', he told interviewer
Kev Roberts, Marvin Gaye had to be persuaded not to sing his
beloved jazz, Diana Ross was a 'workaholic' whilst he refused to
sign Wilson Pickett because he felt he would not fit into the
Motown family. Fascinating stuff and I look forward to reading
his book The A & R Man.
First act on stage on Saturday was Detroit born Bobby Hutton,
who was smartly dressed in a tuxedo and came across as
something of a lounge singer, but with a very soulful voice. His
early seventies material was new to me but went down well with
the far more knowledgeable crowd. Numbers included You
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Better Watch Where You're Going, More Today Than Yesterday, Come See What's Left Of Me,
Loving You, Needing You, Loving You, Wanting You and You're My Whole Reason, which was cowritten by Donny Hathaway and which Bobby sang on the Soul Train TV show. All of them were
very smoothly and tunefully presented, as was his final number, and best known song, Lend A
Hand.
The final act, and undoubted star of the whole weekend
was the wonderful Bettye Lavette, who on this occasion
focused on her early recordings from the sixties, some of
which, she said, she had never sung live before. Looking
slim and fit and wearing a black trouser suit, she sang
several numbers from her time at Calla and Karen,
including I Feel Good (All Over), Almost, Only Your Love
Can Save Me (written by Clarence Paul) and her version
of the Kenny Rogers song What Condition My Condition Is
In, during which she danced around the stage like a
teenager, despite having turned 70 earlier this year.
She continued with You'll Wake Up Wiser, recorded for
Atco in 1971, her second ever record You'll Never Change,
recorded in 1962, which she said sold nil copies, and I'm
Holding On from 1969. The climax of her act came with
her best known song Let Me Down Easy, performed with
intense emotion, with Snake Davis providing haunting
backing on flute, which was quite superb. Bettye left the
stage to a huge ovation and returned to sing acapella on I
Do Not Want What I Haven't Got, from her 2005 album I've
Got My Own Hell To Raise. This was a classy set from a truly classy artist. It was worth the
admission price on its own, but the festival itself was highly enjoyable. Let's hope that organiser
Richard Searling makes this an annual event.
Wednesday, June 29, 2016
Ernest Ranglin in Basingstoke
Enjoyable show last night at the Anvil,
Basingstoke, as Jamaican guitarist Ernest Ranglin
continued his farewell tour, supported by 'Friends',
including sax player Soweto Kinch, keyboardist
Alex Wilson, drummer Tony Allen and Senegalese
multi-instrumentalist and singer Cheikh Lo. It was
a laid back two hour performance during which 84
year old Ernest showed that he is still at the top of
his game. Jazz was mixed with some Afrobeat,
ska and a little soca and it was much appreciated
by the rather small audience.
Ernest is, of course, best known for his work with
some of the top Jamaican ska and reggae artists
of the sixties. He recorded with Prince Buster, Theophilus Beckford, Jimmy Cliff, Eric Morris, and
the Melodians, among others, and played guitar on Millie's My Boy Lollipop. When he moved to
the UK he recorded for Chris Blackwell's Island label and moved towards Latin Caribbean-fused
jazz. Hopefully this won't be the last chance we get to see him perform. He still has what it takes,
that's for sure.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Most of us have experienced a strange coincidence at some time. I wrote a review of one of Bill
Bryson's books recently and he recounts a coincidence about a coincidence! In his early days as a
journalist, he wrote to a periodical asking whether they would be interested in an article on the
subject. They were. However, he realized that he did not have enough material and was going to
scrap it.
The Editor of “The Times” (the newspaper for whom he was working) was having a clear-out of
review copies of books sent to them. Bryson arrived just in time before it closed and the first book
he picked up was called “Remarkable True Coincidences”. This contained all the information he
needed for the article. A further coincidence was that the first story was about a man called
Bryson!
Here are three recent stories about my experiences. Last year, my niece went on holiday to
Poland. The main reason was that she wanted to see the site of Auschwitz (don't ask me why - I
disapprove of “atrocity tourism.”)
Shortly afterwards, I received an email from a Polish woman who wanted to improve her English
by corresponding with me. She lived in a town called Oswiecim. The Germans called it Auschwitz.
Yes, that Auschwitz.
I picked up a German phrasebook and read useful phrases when writing to enquire about
accommodation at a hotel. The model sentence asked for rooms on March 8th (my birthday).
I decided to become a volunteer for a Hospice charity and started work in
a shop at their HQ. This was devoted to high class crockery and glass
(some of it quite old). There was a vintage wind-up gramophone in the
centre, to add to the nostalgic atmosphere. The night before, some friends
and I had been discussing vintage jazz/dance bands and the name of
Woody Herman came up. His big hit was ‘The Woodchopper's Ball’.
On the turntable was an old, battered 78. ‘The Woodchopper's Ball’ by
Woody Herman.
Some of these instances are slight, I know. Like the strange recurrence of “brown” in the life of
Adolf Hitler: He was born at Braunau-am-Inn in Austria; he founded the Brownshirts, whose HQ in
Munich was called “The Braunhaus”. And, of course, his mistress was Eva Braun. Finally, he wore
brown trousers all the time after Stalingrad! (Just joking).
Whole books have been written on the subject of coincidences and all sorts of theories put forward
about why and how they occur. Distinguished intellectuals like the Swiss psychiatrist, Jung, the
writer, Arthur Koestler, and many others, speculate, each trying to find a pattern. Then there are
books by sceptics and scientists trying to prove that there is nothing mysterious about the
phenomenon – they point out that so many millions of events occur every day that it is inevitable
that some will happen simultaneously.
The word “coincidence” is the favourite explanation of many
scientists and “sceptics” who deny, for example, that an
astrological prediction has come true. You are advised by a
clairvoyant: “If I were you, I would play as many lotteries as you
can, because I can see you winning quite a large sum of money.”
You do this and a few months later, you win £20,000. So for you,
the prediction has come true. Or has it?
“No!” shout the scientists and statisticians, who reject this belief
with scorn. They point out that the two things are not connected.
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“It's just a coincidence”, they insist. “Somebody had to win the lottery you played. It just happened
to be you. Neither God nor Fate chose to reward you”, they cry in unison.
Most ordinary people are not interested in these arrogant, dogmatic views. For them (as for me)
the prediction did come true! (And, anyway, how many lottery winners care a damn about why or
how they won?) I treat coincidences as just interesting, exciting occurrences that enliven our
humdrum lives.
In 1963, I went to a famous palmist in London, called Mir Bashir. He
gave me certain predictions, most of which were completely wrong.
(For example, he said that I would have three children, possibly four.
I have none!).
However, one prediction did come true. He warned me about a love
affair that he could see in the next few years and told me: “It would
be unwise to develop this complicated love affair.” The trouble with
predictions of this sort is that you don't know what they mean.
“Unwise” in what way? “Complicated” in what way? I should have
asked him to explain but I didn't.
A few years later, I was walking around my home town, suffering
from near-suicidal depression after a devastatingly unhappy love
affair. Then those words came back to haunt me: “It would be
unwise to develop a complicated love affair”. Now, I knew exactly
what he meant by “unwise” and “complicated” but it was too late!
The lights go down! A thunderous roll of drums! It is time for the Greatest Coincidence In The
World To Be Revealed!
In the 1960s I lived for a time in London. I borrowed a book from the local library, describing the
city in the 19th century. Jack the Ripper (who doesn't know him?) was mentioned but also another
unknown horror – a hideously deformed man who was the butt of curious crowds in Piccadilly
Circus. Due to the kindness of a doctor (Frederick Treves) who had witnessed the incident, the
Elephant Man was saved from a living Hell and cared for until his death.
I was immediately gripped by the few, tantalizing paragraphs on this monster and resolved to find
out more about him. Remember, there was no Internet and no Wikipedia then. As I had worked as
a library assistant in Picton Library, Liverpool for four years, I had some skill in finding information.
It found me! Not long after, I walked into a second-hand
bookshop and idly turned over the untidy pile of books
on a trestle table. One immediately caught my eye: “The
Elephant Man and Other Reminiscences” by Frederick
Treves (Bart), published in 1923! It was probably the
only book in English that could tell me what I wanted to
know.
Every writer is looking for originality – a story that has
not been dramatized or filmed before. The tale of the
Elephant Man was a horror story, a fairy story, a triumph
of goodness over appalling evil and misfortune; the saga
of a beautiful soul trapped in a hideous body, and even
a happy ending, of sorts. Even better – it was all true! I
became extremely excited and resolved to write a novel,
a play, or a film-script, based on it.
Alas! I never did. Someone else did, as you know. But at least, I've told you a strange story about
a strange story and the weirdest coincidence I've ever experienced.
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Marcella Detroit

Eddy Clearwater

Wee Willie Walker

Adib Sabir

Lazy Lester

Teeny Tucker

Eddie Cotton

Ben Payton
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Irma Thomas

Pat Brown

Melody Angel

Eddie Shaw

Curtis Salgado

Shemekia Copeland

Cicero Blake

Maurice John Vaughn

John Primer

Tommy Castro

Nellie 'Tiger' Travis

Theo Huff

Nora Jean Brusso
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Jimmy Burns

Lurrie Bell
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The twenty-ninth annual Porretta Soul Festival took place, as usual, at Rufus Thomas Park in the
spa town of Porretta Terme, the destination of choice of the elderly for the spring waters, and, in
July, of similarly ageing soul fans for the music.
The festival’s much-vaunted desire to promote and pay tribute to the historical style of soul music
associated with Memphis has inevitably taken a hit over the years through the ever dwindling
number of available artists, due to deaths and the attraction of other African-American music. This
has led to the Artistic Director and Founder, Graziano Uliani, to extend his search for suitable acts
to appear and a wider range of styles that will still appeal to soul fans. That he has managed to do
this without turning away a slew of the more puritanical among them is testimony to his skill and to
their open minds.
The appearances of artists not conforming to the festival’s ethos has been going on for many
years. As long ago as the thirteenth edition in 2000, for example, there was gospel, in the shape
of David Peaston, and funk, as represented by Defunkt. The ‘outsiders’ may be more apparent
now, but without them there would not be a Porretta Soul Festival.
Although the festival proper, with its American artists, begins on the
second night, there was an appearance on the Thursday by James &
Black, who are husband and wife Bruce James and Bella Black (both
born in Texas), and who perform a southern soul mix of music from New
Orleans and Texas. Their set, with a tribute to Allen Toussaint and a
warm Southern Nights, was a pleasant aperitif for the main course to
follow.

Bella Black © Paul Harris

Friday opened with Fred Wesley & The New JBs, whose leader and trombonist has had an
illustrious career that has included stints in the bands of James Brown, George Clinton, Bootsy
Collins, Maceo Parker, and Count Basie. He promised “a funky good time” and “a little funk for
your arse”, which I believe is one of the Department of Health’s five-a-day recommendations.
© Paul Harris

The rest of the musicians were Phillip Whack (tenor sax), Gary Winters (trumpet), Reggie Ward
(guitar), Peter Madsen (piano keyboard), Dwayne Dolphin (electric bass), and Bruce Cox (drums).
The band exuded musicianship and professionalism, gradually winning over many of the sceptical
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through subtle rhythmic variations and involving the audience in the sometimes incomprehensible
and/or amusing chants that are a feature of the genre, such as during Bop To The Boogie and
Breakin’ Bread.
Many of the classics associated with James Brown and the JBs were there too as the band
motored to the end with a run-in of Pass The Peas, Doing It To Death (aka Gonna Have A Funky
Good Time), House Party, and Soul Power.
As the musicians departed, the stage was being re-arranged for the band that was to bear the
extraordinary heavy workload of backing all the artists at the festival, the Bey-Paule Band
featuring Sweet Nectar.
© Paul Harris

The band comprised Anthony Paule (guitar and leader), Nancy Wright (tenor sax), Thomas Poole
(trumpet), Derek James (trombone), Tony Lufrano (electric piano and Hammond organ), Paul
Olguin (electric bass), and Derrick Martin (drums). This excellent group of musicians formed an
extremely tight unit that provided sterling support throughout. The best of the best were guitarist
Anthony Paule, drummer Derrick Martin, and tenor saxophonist Nancy Wright, whose solos were a
model of simplicity and taste – semplicemente perfetto. Background vocals were provided by
Sweet Nectar, who were Sue McCracklin and Maureen Smith, with the addition of Loralee
Christensen.
After a ten minute instrumental warm-up, backing singer Sue McCracklin stepped forward for a
raunchy rendition of Randy Newman’s You Can Leave Your Hat On, which, as sung by a woman,
may or may not be referring to a cross-dresser. She was followed by Loralee Christensen for a
song written by the talented Christine Vitale and called Darling Mine, tempering a tendency to rock
vocalising to give a pleasing performance.
Hailing from Mississippi was the young southern soul singer, Falisa JaNaye,
who had appeared in 2013. This time she had swapped her model’s hairdo
for a more traditional African-American weave, and was wearing white
trousers shielded by a lace overlay.
She again made a good impression on a string of covers: A Fool In Love,
What A Man (recorded by Linda Lyndell, whose career was ended by White
racism), Mr Big Stuff, and Night Time Is The Right Time (a song with a
complicated history but whose ‘modern’ versions stem from Nappy Brown’s
1957 recording as The Right Time). Southern soul-blues fans will have
preferred her two original songs, Midnite (from her forthcoming album) and U
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Won’t Miss Yo Water (from her Sweet Love Album).
Mention is always made that Frank Bey was a member of the Otis Redding Revue back in the
1960s, but this senior citizen is now a class act in his own right. Relaxed-looking in white shortsleeved shirt, and ever-present boater, he makes song performance look easy, and seems to be
having a good time too.
His set of urban blues and soul was a mix of covers and songs in a similar vein and quality, written
or co-written by Christine Vitale. After his opening number It’s Good To Have Your Company, he
began to make use of the stool provided, adding to his relaxed demeanour, though to enable him
to cope with a back problem. He followed up with Still Called The Blues, Ain’t That Loving You
Baby, and a moving I Just Can’t Go On.
If I Could Reach Out (And Help Somebody), written by the great George Jackson, was made very
uplifting by being taken at a faster pace than the Otis Clay original version. But we were brought
back to earth, as he once again at Porretta felt the need to sing John Lennon’s Imagine, a song
ever more relevant for today’s troubled times.
As he left the stage, the band broke into a fast instrumental, only to keep quiet for a Derrick Martin
drum solo, during which he stood up on his drum-stool, which was already on a raised platform,
and leapt over the drums on to the stage below. He then went on an audience walkabout, climbed
one of the metal stanchions holding up the stage roof, continuing to play his drum-sticks all the
time.
© Paul Harris

After a short break, it was time for Chicago-born Stan
Mosley, a first-timer at the festival. Shaven-headed, he
was dressed in dark trousers, red shirt, and red jacket,
the shoulders and collar of which were decorated with
sparkling sequins, which also appeared to be the case
with his belt buckle and glasses.

His career took off with a series of albums for the
Malaco label starting in the late 1990s. The instantly
likeable U Can’t Keep Throwing Our Love Away came
from this period. The only other of his own recordings
in the set was the self-composed Makes You Wanna
Cry, a beautiful slowie, also from his Malaco period.
Apart from Wilson Picketts’ 634-5789, he chose three
Bobby Womack songs to cover, his raspy voice
reminiscent of the originals. They were Woman’s Gotta
Have It, Harry Hippie, and Lookin’ For A Love, which
attracted a rather odd finish. Towards the end, Stan
Mosley turned round to sip some water, and the band
brought the song to a close. However, a large number
in the audience were familiar with Bobby Womack’s live version, and continued it with their part,
causing band and singer to pick the song up again and give it the genuine Womack ending.
At this point he invited a bespectacled and red-suited
Theo Huff on stage to play Sam or Dave for the
evening with I Thank You. Theo pointed to Stan for the
audience to show their appreciation, he turned and
picked up his bottle, waved and was gone.
For Theo Huff, who grew up in Mississippi but is now
resident in Chicago, this was his third year in a row.
His strong voice was equally at home on covers from
way back, Who’s Making Love and Turn Back The
Hands Of Time, as it was on two songs from his latest
album, the driving Just Another Rope and Soul Swing,
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the latter written by Mel Waiters. This had dancers from the audience up on stage and, for a
period, the backing singers too. His last number, Try A Little Tenderness, again drew a favourable
reaction.
The final artist for the evening, and one who caused
differing opinions, was George McCrae. ‘Pop not soul’
was a common complaint, for which there is no known
verbally persuasive remedy. His heyday was during the
disco period of the 1970s, when its popular face was
indeed rather poppy. It didn’t help that George’s red suit
(a compulsory colour for the evening), and the medallion
revealed by his open-necked shirt, together with the
moustache and full head of hair made him look like an
ageing lounge lizard, who could snap the elastic on a pair
of knickers with one wink of an eye.
© Paul Harris

However, the unchallenging nature of his music and the
attractive melodies made for a pleasant aural nightcap for
most. Even if the music is not to one’s taste, it is still possible to appreciate it. Certainly there did
not appear to be any diminution in the quality of the George McCrae voice, as he could slip easily
into a falsetto that was as pure as it was all those years ago.
Although he started with I Can’t Leave You Alone, a hit in 1974, he concentrated on songs from a
new CD titled Love, the best of which was Ooh Baby Baby (not the Smokey Robinson song). That
he is described on the cover as ‘The Ambassador Of Love’ is probably an indication of his target
audience. The Curtis Mayfield composed It’s Alright was a success, but Billy Preston’s You Are
So Beautiful, however sincere, seemed a little out of place. Finally, his number one hit, Rock Your
Baby, saw the audience up on their feet, to ensure that they went home smiling.
Saturday’s instrumental warm-up for the Bey-Paule Band was Smokehouse, followed by A Town
Without Pity, featuring Anthony Paule on guitar, which managed to be as dark and as unforgiving
as the 1961 film for which it was written.
This time it was the turn of backing singer Maureen Smith to enjoy
centre stage with Funkier Than A Mosquito’s Tweeter, which is
credited to Aillene Bullock, whom I assume to be elder sister of Tina,
as it was recorded by Ike & Tina Turner in 1970. I should mention
that there is a cracking live version by Nina Simone on her 1974
album It Is Finished.
Loralee Christensen was again featured, and was even better than
the night before on Reverend Lee, written by the great Eugene
McDaniels. The band then paid tribute to Memphis Horns stalwart,
Wayne Jackson, who had died in June, with Last Night. Sadly they
keep on falling, but the show goes on.
Maureen Smith © Paul Harris

Dressed in what looked like a lightweight summer suit,
given the crumpling effect, and hat, Vasti Jackson is
best described as a bluesman, although he does not like
to be tied down as such. He was born in McComb,
Mississippi, and, apart from pursuing a solo career, has
been a guitarist in Katie Webster’s band and for many
years in that of Bobby Rush.

© Paul Harris

He began with a blues, (I’m A Hard Man?), and followed it
with a soul track, I’m So Glad (We Are Back Together),
from his album New Orleans: Rhythm Soul Blues,
stepping off stage to select a young female to sing to.
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However, admitting his preference for shapely woman, he turned back to the blues for a song
about a lady with big round hips.
He ignored the list of ten songs not to be sung at blues festivals (probably claiming the soul getout), and made his last number Hoochie Coochie Man, complete with audience walkabout and
aggressive guitar soloing that ought to have done for the song by now. He put on an energetic
show, but I have to confess that I preferred seeing him in the confined space of the Ain’t Nothin
But bar many years ago.
The ever-hatted Frank Bey, using a walking cane, had opted for a
casual brown suit, but it did not have a deleterious effect on the quality
of his set. Doubts about his girlfriend’s loyalty were expressed on the
Mighty Sam McClain gem Where You Been So Long, so it was no
surprise that he was soon telling her I’m Leaving You. Other highlights
were the terrific slow burner You Don’t Know Nothing About Love
(written by Jerry Ragovoy and recorded by Carl Hall, Lorraine Ellison
and BB King) and Hard Times (Ray Charles).

© Paul Harris

The introduction to the last number, Get Your Money Where You
Spend Your Time (written by Tommy Tate, another great songwriter),
saw a drum solo from Derrick Martin. You could hear the anticipation in the audience growing as
the band took it down and he made a few preparatory jumps behind his drums. In a flash, with two
giant leaps he was off the stage, drumming anything in sight that took his fancy, including a
woman’s drink. After giving away his drumsticks, he returned to his drums to allow the vocal to
commence. Tremendous stuff.
After a well-earned break, the band returned to support
Jerry Jones, another Memphian and also returnee. A
bull-necked powerful-looking man, he was casually
dressed and another who favoured a hat. His was a set of
covers, and, it may have been a throat problem, but not
all appeared to suit his singing voice.
Cry To Me (Solomon Burke) and the little-covered Sam &
Dave song You Got Me Hummin’ were fine, but Ain’t No
Love In The Heart Of The City was a challenge. After
© Paul Harris
another Sam & Dave song, Don’t Turn Your Heater
Down, he walked towards the side of the stage, but was brought back by Rick Hutton for one
more, which turned out be Take Me To The River.
At this point, he was joined by a brown-suited Theo Huff to halve the Sam & Dave load. Hold On
I’m Coming and Soul Man are Porretta favourites, but, if there is a list of the ten soul songs not to
sing at soul festivals, they should both be on it.
Ever interested in the etymology of a group’s
name? Well, once upon a time there was a
group called Soul Brothers Five, and then they
added a sixth member and became Soul
Brothers Six. Number six was John Ellison,
and, as guitarist, singer and composer, he went
on to lead the group.
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As the band started the rhythm to Thank You
(Falettinme Be Myself Again), John Ellison,
dressed in what appeared to be pyjamas and a
bed sheet cut in the shape of a kaftan, the
design of which looked like a print taken from the
walls of the average Indian restaurant, slowly walked on stage. He spread his arms wide like a
large bird, dropped the kaftan, picked up his guitar and started singing. A jaw-dropping entrance.
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Then it was straight into the 1969 Soul Brothers Six release on Atlantic, Thank You Baby For
Loving Me. Its insistent rhythm and melody was so hypnotic that it was impossible not to tap feet
(or anything) along to the music. Where Do I Go From Here was also hypnotic, though apart from
the occasional “Tell me” the lyric seemed to consist of only six words.
Smokey Robinson & The Miracles’ Ooo Baby Baby was beautifully sung and simply wonderful.
He followed up with the most famous recording by the Soul Brothers Six, Some Kind Of
Wonderful, and straight into Shout. Guitar was laid down, top came off, and he was soon singing
on his knees at the front of the stage. After a short spell singing on his back, he changed again to
sitting front of stage, where he employed a young female from the audience to dab the sweat off
his face. Back up on his feet, he eventually brought the song to a close, having expended the sort
of energy that defies the common belief about a man in his mid-seventies.
Toni Green may have lost count of the
number of times she has appeared at the
festival, but she is always delighted to
appear.
Dressed in what might be
described as a sleeveless catsuit with a tail,
all made from expensive lace curtains, she
exuded glamour.
In keeping with her
Memphis roots, she began with Otis
Redding’s uptempo I Can’t Turn You
Loose, switching to a tempo more suited to
her with What Kind Of Man Are You,
getting right inside the story. On the next
number, she
© Paul Harris
invited men
from the audience, one by one, up on stage to dance, which can be
entertaining but was a serious waste of time.
© Paul Harris

The best man she selected to bring on stage was Theo Huff, as it
was to duet with her on the Luther Ingram classic (If Loving You Is
Wrong) I Don’t Want To Be Right, which they duly nailed. She
ended with Just Ain’t Working Out, which she recorded with the
French band Malted Milk.
Vasti Jackson joined the band to provide extra support for the headline act, Bobby Rush, who
appeared with just one dancing lady, the glamorous Mizz Lowe. This was a fifty per cent reduction
compared to his last visit, a crash that suggests that the bottom has fallen out of the booty market.
Watching a Bobby Rush performance is like watching a Tommy Cooper repeat. You know what’s
going to happen, but you laugh just the same. The sole dancing lady meant that there was less
focus in that area, but there was still Bobby Rush prowling the stage, his wicked grin, and the
Michael Jackson and Elvis Presley
© Paul Harris
impersonations.
Even though he has turned eighty, Bobby
Rush does not stop for one moment,
whether it is to receive applause at the
end of a song or to introduce the next one.
He switches seamlessly between blues
and funky blues (or blues funk, however it
should be described), so that a new song
is on you before you realise it.
The delights of Funk O’ De Funk can be
found on his new album, while Ride In My
Automobile brought Vasti Jackson to the
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front for a tasteful solo. Funky blues came in the shape of She’s So Fine, which segued into
Muddy Waters’ She’s Nineteen Years Old, featuring some of Bobby’s fine harp-blowing. The time
having reached almost 1.00 am, Bobby chose to go out with Night Fishin’, as he had to rush off to
bait to his rod.
© Paul Harris

However, he was up in time to attend a promotional event at
the Hotel Helvetia the following morning, which was in
respect of some Italian books on music and also his
forthcoming album Porcupine Meat on Rounder Records,
due to be released in September. Producer Scott Billington,
who had already been responsible for so many great albums
on Rounder by the likes of Johnny Adams and Irma Thomas
(to name but two), spoke about how the project came
together and then introduced tracks from the album. On a
single hearing, it sounds like it could be one of Bobby Rush’s
best, and it may even achieve the last remaining wish for a man who already feels blessed, and
that is to win a Grammy.
On Sunday a heavy shower, which ended shortly after 7.00 pm, caused a damp start to the
festival. And so it proved to be as a home-grown duo of keyboard and drums played an
instrumental tribute to Otis Redding, which is rather like a hot dog without a sausage. Bizarrely
they began with Stephen Stills’ Love The One You’re With, and, having introduced a female
singer, ended with At Last (best known by Etta James).
The start of the revue part of the festival conformed mostly to each night’s pattern. After the BeyPaule Band’s instrumental warm-up, backing singer Sue McCracklin reprised her performance of
You Can Leave Your Hat On. But in between Loralee Christensen singing Son Of A Preacher
Man, Nancy Wright excelled on Soul Serenade, and Anthony Paule had a rare vocal outing with
Can’t Get The Time Of Day.
Vasti Jackson is not the first bluesman to appear at Porretta, but he may well be the first to play a
Prince song, albeit altering the words of Nothing Compares 2 U in order to praise Graziano Uliani
and Porretta. He also managed to mention in his last song that he did not want to leave Porretta,
and succeeded in making a favourable impression with his rousing performance.
Changing to a black hotpants combination with lace, Falisa JaNaye, presented a sexier image
than her Friday set. Her two numbers were repeats of A Fool In Love and the catchy Midnite,
which she stretched almost to breaking point by putting the spotlight on individual musicians and
the backing singers. That she did this almost invariably with her back to the audience (unlike
Bobby Rush later, who always tried to get sideways on) showed that there is still room to improve
her stagecraft.
Barrel-chested Jerry Jones showed good taste, and repeated Cry To Me, Ain’t No Love In The
Heart Of The City, and You Got Me Hummin’. Reservations remain though that either he had a
throat problem or that when he has to strain there is an odd hoarseness to his voice.
After a break the band returned to support Frank Bey, who looked dapper in another suit and, as
always, sported a hat. The highlight of his short set was the Willie Mitchell composition I Don’t
Know Why.
© Paul Harris

Thank You (Falettinme Be Myself Again) signalled the return of
John Ellison, this time in a purple suit, the jacket of which was
swiftly removed, revealing a black tee shirt underneath. He was
soon into a song he wrote and recorded with The Soul Brothers
Six in 1967, What Can You Do When You Ain’t Got Nobody.
Starting softly, he got down on one knee, taking the hand of a girl
in the front row and singing directly to her, but by the end, he was
back on his feet, drawing all the emotion from the song.
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After another moving rendition of Oo Baby Baby, he went out with the addictive Thank You Baby
For Loving Me. His performance and singing will hopefully earn him a second visit to the festival,
and with longer stage time.
Stan Mosley was dressed similarly to the first night, though this time the jacket colour was brown.
He began with Do Right Woman, followed it with another Malaco recording U Can’t Keep Throwing
Our Love Away, and ended by again covering a song by Bobby Womack, an idol of his, Woman’s
Gotta Have It. He was another star turn at this year’s festival.
© Paul Harris

Wearing a similar design to the night before, but
darker (grey?) in colour and with sparkle, Toni Green
got two numbers and lived up to her ‘Queen of
Porretta’ title with Just Ain’t Working Out. Also
adding sparkle to the song was Vasti Jackson on
guitar. It was written by herself, which may be why it
suited her emotional and dramatic rendition. A
performance to remember.
The driving Just Another Rope was the opener for
Theo Huff, and, in the absence of Johnnie Taylor,
this respected Chicago soul singer didn’t disappoint
on Stop Doggin’ Me and Last Two Dollars, the latter
song with Toni Green joining in with the backing
singers.

George McCrae, still in red, looked like he hadn’t left
the disco as he began with I Get Lifted from 1975. A
song from his new album that could have been written in the 1970s was Sexy Woman. This had
the dancers up on their feet, as of course they were for his massive hit Rock Your Baby, one of
those songs that is hard to get out of your head, which is probably what makes it a perfect pop
song.
The final act was Bobby Rush, aided by a
glittering Mizz Lowe and the addition of Vasti
Jackson on guitar. He selected Funk O’ De Funk
from his new album, and introduced Howlin’ Wolf
with some skilled harp-blowing, before leading the
whole cast on The Blues Is Alright to bring the
festival to an end.
The high musical standards that the festival has set
itself had been maintained, due no little part to the
efforts and stamina of the Bey-Paule Band, who
had had to play for getting on for twelve hours over
the course of three nights. Time-keeping had been
better this year too, no doubt thanks to the scary
Freddy Mercury lookalike stage manager. The
start time of 8.00 pm had been breached each
night, but only by a maximum of twenty minutes,
which occurred on Sunday.
However, it is
questionable that the late finishing is good for
either audience or backing band. Perhaps it is time
for a rethink. Definitely someone is thinking,
because a Soul Museum was opened in the town
this year.

Anthony Paule © Paul Harris

Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
Dave Carroll
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Poetry Corner
Our in-house poet Rockin’ Gerry Champion has been whiling away the summer,
pen in hand, and offers a couple of morsels for your delectation.

A WISER MAN LIKE ME

MY KIND OF MUSIC

A wise old man once said to me

I dig jazz, I think it's cool

If you should want to be

Especially trad, well as a rule

A wiser man like me

Sometimes I like a little blues

Then use this recipe

Mixed with some rhythm

And it will work you'll see

How can you lose?
But the kind that gets right to my soul

Never try to drill a chocolate soldier

Is that good old fashioned Rock'n'Roll

Never take a python home to tea
Never put a rhino in your dustbin

Good time music with a solid beat

And you'll end up a wiser man like me

Makes you lose inhibitions
Gives your feet a treat

Never mix up mustard with your jelly

If you really, truly want to come alive

Never cross an elephant with a flea

Get yourself a partner

Never try to tango with an octopus

And just learn to jive

And you'll end up a wiser man like me
It's all so easy and it's so much fun
Never try to wrestle with your shadow

Rock'n'Roll can be enjoyed by everyone

Never tease a Rottweiler with your knee

So, whether you're young

Never tell other half they're past it

Or whether you're old

And you'll end up a wiser man like me

Just give it a try and you'll be sold

Never tell a gorilla he looks bandy

There is no better

Never try to climb your family tree

There is no doubt

Never take a poltergeist out walkies

That Rock'n'Roll music

And you'll end up a wiser man like me

Just knocks you out
So get rocking
Up the rockers

Gerry Champion
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This month the Tales From The Woods cinema article is ruled by CGI. Big titles
and familiar names are being relaunched, remade or just simply retold from a
more modern perspective. Some nevertheless controversial pictures make the cut
this month. Will these old franchises rise once again or fall to oblivion? Yours to
decide. Watch and enjoy.

An exceptional movie highlight for this month. Half biographic, half
fiction, modelled on the life and particulars of Chet Baker,
portrayed by Ethan Hawke. A convulsive plot; Baker’s slump into
heroin and violence is soothed by his passion and talent with the
trumpet which will help him on his struggle and path to recovery.
A movie which will appeal to Woodies’ musical inclinations, thanks
to an excellent jazz soundtrack arranged, mostly, by David Braid.

Colonialism and imperialism exploiting policies between
Belgium and Britain are being paralleled by tribal
vendettas in 19th century Continental Africa. A depiction
of the Tarzan more loyal to Edgar Rice Burroughs’ iconic
character.
Outstanding visuals, full immersion into the wild and
romantic Congo landscapes with an historic backdrop
that makes you dust off your history books.
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Steven Spielberg embraces 1982 Roald Dahl’s beloved story in a
delightful and enjoyable animated film. The characters all expel
charisma and tenderness, even the evil lot.
An orphaned girl surprises a giant who takes her to his homeland,
not to eat but rather to befriend her.

Relying heavily on cartoony animated CGI, a reimagining of
the 1984 unbeatable classic. Despite the bad press (this
critic has nothing to do with it), it works quite well as a
comedy. Some Woodies will laugh a lot. Some Woodies will
woo at it.
Worth it only for the cameos. And the expectation of a
sequel. Spoiler: Zool is coming.

An attempt at selling a product based on a name. The Bourne
Identity series reshaped the action genre, but this new iteration
however evokes a more classic thriller undertone.
Still packed with high octane car chases and swift Bourne
manoeuvres, Woodies who like action will be satisfied.
However it does not add much to the trilogy.
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Marti Canal

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi Gang.
Just to follow up really what I was saying in my page 3 column,
regarding all those hard working folks behind the scenes at TFTW
which I intend to highlight. John 'Soulboy' Jolliffe not only has
this fountain of knowledge of all things 'Soul' and has been writing
a regular column for this magazine from when we were just a
cheaply produced fanzine and knee high to a grass hopper, also
John leaves the comfort of his home once a week to enter into the
streets of the capital and beyond, be it sunshine, rain. fog, or
snow to search for places for Woodies to drink and eateries to
indulge, for our regular last Thursday of each and every month 'Gang Meet Up'. If you have not yet
attended a gathering, why not? John and all the Woodies will make you welcome, age, gender,
ethnicity, sexual preferences are all irrelevant to us, you’ve just got to have a love for the music
found within these pages, enjoy socialising, you don't even need to have a taste for alcohol, we
won’t laugh if your preference is for orange juice. If that is not enough, our wonderful social
secretary is forever looking out for interesting things to do on our spasmodic group outings, be it
visits to museums or historical buildings, pub crawls, pie and mash shops, funfairs, boat-trips, and
much more besides. Don't forget gang, we are a social networking group, so come along and join
us; all the information required for these events are advertised well in advance on our website and
via round-robin email.
Don't forget to check out all the fabulous clips on our TFTW video channel, being put together and
posted for your enjoyment by Denis Hoare, all the more
potent at present with the spate of sad passings of
wonderful performers who have appeared on our shows
over recent times. if you like what you hear, and I'm sure
you will, why not tune in on Wednesday evenings to hear
these concerts in full, on Radio Sutch. These shows,
recorded live for later transmission of this long running
series, can be heard at 9pm and don’t forget our very
good friend East End Mark’s Doo-Wop show on Saturday
at 4pm.
Let us know what you think of these performances, we value the opinions of all our members. You
may also have an idea or two regarding social events; don't keep it to yourself, let us know.
Late News
Frankie Jean Terrell, Jerry Lee Lewis and Linda Gail's sister, died suddenly in Ferriday on
July 24th. No cause of death has been announced. Frankie came to England with Jerry and
Myra on the disastrous 1958 tour, and came over again to speak at one of Dave Webb's
Jerry Lee Lewis Conventions at the King's Hotel, Newport, Wales in the 1990s. Her speech
was a little bizarre to say the least, but fans were glad to meet her.
I also met her several times in Ferriday, where she showed us around the Lewis House
crammed full of Jerry Lee mementoes. On one occasion when a group of Woodies visited
Frankie took the trouble to take us out to Black River where they once lived, and showed us
the tree under which her famous brother adapted an old song, 'End of the Road'.
Frankie's death has come as a shock to family members and Jerry Lee fans everywhere.
The funeral will be on the 29th in Ferriday.
Tony Papard
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Before I wrap it up for another issue and we hand over to Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll for another
of his much admired gig guides, I’d just like to mention that, like no doubt many of your good
selves, come our summer months I like to get out and enjoy our brief flirtation with hot sunny days,
spending as much time as possible at the seaside. No such trip is complete without a plate of
good old fashioned 'fish and chips'. Too often this can
prove to be a disappointment, either too dry, too
greasy, chips soft or too hard, it is rare to find a plate
of perfect fish and chips. However I'm pleased to
announce I have, as near as damn it, found
perfection at the resort of Folkestone, Kent, in an
establishment called Papa's in Sandgate Road,
highly recommended. if you are in the area, drop in,
tell them Tales From The Woods sent you, and you
may spot one or two of our flyers scattered around. If
any Woodies know of any eatery you think is deserving of a mention within these pages, then let
us know regardless of its speciality or indeed location, we want to hear all about it. That's all from
me, over to you Dave.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2016
5
Friday
Kadialy Kouyate
Senegalese griot and kora virtuoso.
Green Note
£10 + fees
8
Monday
Ruby & The Revelators
“Influenced by Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith and Bettye LaVette” says Pete Feenstra.
The Bull’s Head, Barnes
£11
13
Saturday
Dale Watson
Alt. Country favourite who hasn’t appeared in London since 2010.
100 Club
£17.50 + fees
16
Tuesday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Martha continues her tour of North London venues.
Hornsey Town Hall £29
17
Wednesday
Guy Davis
Acoustic blues from the son of the late actor and civil rights activist Ossie Davis.
Half Moon, Putney
£12.50 + fees adv, £15 door
19
Friday
Dustbowl Revival
“California-based roots collective... a nine-piece band”. But how many will fit on the Green Note stage?
Green Note

£10 + fees

23
Tuesday
Sharon Jones & The Dap Kings + The James Hunter Six
Two Daptone recording artists! The Essex boy done good.
Brooklyn Bowl
Doors 6.30 pm
Show 7.30 pm £33
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26 -29 Friday - Monday
The Great British R’n’B Festival
Still going strong after 26 years. Saturday includes appearances by Nikki Hill, Earl Thomas, and James
Hunter.
Colne, Lancs
See website
30
Tuesday
Big Sandy & His Fly-Rite Boys
Dynamic rockabilly, western swing and more. As a special treat, Sister Cookie is the starter.
MOTH Club, Old Trades Hall, Valette Street, Hackney E9 6NU £15 + fees
September 2016
4
Sunday
Drew Holcombe
Singer-songwriter who grew up in Memphis and likes vinyl.
The Borderline
£12 + fees
8
Thursday
Paul Lamb
British blues harp supremo and band.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham

£12

13
Tuesday
Josh Kelley
Pop-country or contemporary country? Or just lucky in love?
The Borderline
£18 + fees
17
Saturday
Shaun Escoffery
“London-born soul sensation” (Radio 2) promoting new album which is ‘Evergreen’.
Union Chapel
£25 + fees
18
Sunday
Blues Caravan 2016
One of the three Blue Sisters is Tasha Taylor, which is all you need to know.
Boom Boom Club at Sutton United FC
£12 adv, £13 door
22
Thursday
Connie Lush
A European Blues Vocalist of the year about whom BB King said “That woman makes my heart sing”.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12
23
Friday
The Thomas LaVelle Four
The acceptable face of ivory pounding.
Bromley Labour Club 8.00 pm to midnight £6
23
Friday
Kirk Fletcher
It was from church to the blues for this American guitarist. A third visit in three years?
The Borderline
£18 + fees
25
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Another rare London date at which Mike and band will be cooking until the juices flow.
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
27
Tuesday
Luther Dickinson
Member of the North Mississippi Allstars ploughing his own blues furrow.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden, Live music 10.00 pm Free
28
Thursday
The Excitements
‘Revivalist’ soul and r’n’b band from Spain, fronted by the lovely Koko-Jean Davis.
London Brooklyn Bowl
£10 adv, £12 door
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28
Thursday
Otis Gibbs
Indiana-born singer-songwriter and tree-planter.
Green Note
£12.50 + fees
October 2016
1
Sunday
Dave Peabody & Regina Mudrich
An interesting combination of senior British folk-blues artist and eclectic German violinist.
Brook’s Blues Bar at Jazz Cafe Posk, Hammersmith £10 adv, £12 door
2
Sunday
Dave Peabody & Regina Mudrich
As above
Walthamstow Folk Club
£5
31
Thursday
Tony Joe White
King of Swamp Rock makes another attempt to usurp the UK monarchy.
Union Chapel
£25 + fees

SEPTEMBER MUSIC at the Ace Cafe
Fri 2nd – 6pm – Late - Ace Cafe Reunion Weekend
starts with Gene Gambler & The Shufflers + DJ
Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Sat 3rd – 12pm – Late - Ace Cafe Reunion
Weekend Party with The Rhythm Bombers, Race
With The Devil, Lewis Chamberlain & The
Converters, Si Cranstoun & His Band + DJ’s Bill &
Jimmy Guntrip & Flattop Dave – Entry Free

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

Sun 4th – 12pm (On Brighton Seafront) with The
Accidents & The Neutronz + DJ’s Bill & Jimmy
Guntrip – Entry Free
Wed 7th – 6pm – 11pm – Hot Rod Night “End of
Summer Riot” with Race With The Devil and DJ
Bill Guntrip – Entry Free

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

Sat 24th – 7pm – 11pm – Rhythm n’ Cruise Rockin’
Record Hop with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free

OCTOBER MUSIC at the Ace Café
Sun 2nd – 9am – Scooter & Mod Special with Ska band The Reggulaters – Entry Free
Wed 5th – 6pm – 11pm – Hot Rod Night with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free
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Sat 8th – 9pm – 2am – Billy Fury Tribute Night with The Lonestars, + DJ Flattop Dave – Entry £10. Sorry
no under 18s
Sat 29th – 7pm – 11pm – Rhythm n’ Cruise Rockin’ Record Hop with DJ Jimmy Guntrip – Entry Free

☺

☻

☺

☻

☺

☻

☺

☻

☺

☻

*BRITISH HUMOUR IS DIFFERENT*
These are classified ads, which were actually placed in U.K. Newspapers

FREE YORKSHIRE TERRIER.
8 years old,
Hateful little bastard.
Bites!
FREE PUPPIES
½ Cocker Spaniel, ½ sneaky neighbour's dog.
FREE PUPPIES
Mother is a Kennel Club registered German Shepherd.
Father is a Super Dog, able to leap tall fences in a single bound.
COWS, CALVES: NEVER BRED
Also one gay bull for sale
JOINING NUDIST COLONY!
Must sell washer and dryer £100
WEDDING DRESS FOR SALE
Worn once by mistake.
Call Stephanie.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Complete set of Encyclopaedia Britannica, 45 volumes.
Excellent condition, £200 or best offer.
No longer needed, got married, wife knows everything.
Thought from the Greatest Living Scottish Thinker - Billy Connolly.
"If women are so bloody perfect at multitasking, how come they can't have
a headache and sex at the same time?"
And to end on a topical note…
Due to current economic conditions, the light at the end of the tunnel
has been turned off.
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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